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Chairmaa Mao Tse-tung, our great leatler, great teacher, great supreme
oomnu.nder and grea[ helmsman, on the Tien An Men rostrum

fi

A Quotation From Chairman Mao Tse.tung
The world is yours, as well as ours, but

in the last analysis, it is yours.

full of vigour and vitality, are in the prime of life, like
sun at eight or nine in the morning. All hopes are placed on you.
You young people,

the

"A Talk With

Chinese Students Studging
in the Souiet [Jnion" (Nouember 77, 1957).

Choirrnon Moo Once More Receives o
Million Young Revolutionory Fighters
To Greet the New Upsurges in the Greot Proletorion
Culturol Revolution ond in Sociolist Construction

I

Comrode Lin Pioo emphoticolly pointed out ot the rolly: To bombord the heodquorters
is to bombord the hsndful of persons in power who ore toking the copitolist rood. The
hondful of reoctionory bourgeois elements, ond those belonging to the five cctegories of
londlords, rich peosonts, counter-revolutionories, bod elements ond Rightists who hove
not reolly turned over o new leof, ore trying to bombord our heodquorters of the proletorion revolution. We must smosh the plots of these ghosts ond monsters, we must
see through them, we must not let their schemes sueceed.
Comrode Chou En-loi soid: We rnust tqke o firm hold of the revolution with one hcnd
ond spur production on with the'other so os to ensure victory in both the culturol revolution ond in industriol ond ogriculturol production.
the afternoon of September 15, in the centre of the
rfN great proletarian cultural revolution the capital
of our great motherland, in magnificent -Tien An Men
Square, Chairman Mao Tse-tung, our great leader,
great teacher, great supreme commander and great
helmsman, once again received a million Red Guards
and revolutionary sludents and teachers from aII parts
of the countr;r and the capital.
September 23,

7966

On that day a clear sky hung over Peking. From
early morning yoLrng revolutionary fighters of colleges
and middle schools in the provinces, municipality and
autonomous regions of the nation and of . the capital
in high spirits converged from all directions on Tien
An Men Square and the broad East and West Changan
Boulevards. They held aloft portraits of Chairman Mao,
placards bearing quotations from Chairman Mao and

red ' banners. Red flags fluttered in the
"6.iriti.sssquare; songs were sung one after another filled r,vith
revolutionary vigour. A mitlion ardent hearts beat
with excitement and a million pairs of eyes looked up
to the Tien An Men rostrum with deep feeling, eagerly
waiting for that happiest of moments to arrive.

At 5:15 p.m- our great leader Chainnan Mao, his
dose comrade-in-arms Comrade Lin Piao and other
leading members o[ the Central Commitlee of the Party
Chou En-lai, Tao Chu, Chen Po-ta, Teng Hsiao-ping,
Kang Sheng, Liu Shao-chi, Chu Teh, Li Fu-chun, Chen
Yun. Tung Pi-,uvu, Chen Yi, Llu Po-cheng, Ho Lung, Li
Hsien-nien, Tan Chen-lin, Hsu Hsiang-chien, Nieh Jung-

chen. Yeh Chien-fing. Li Hsueh-feng and Hsieh
Fu-chih mounted.the rostrurn of Tien An Men to the
strains of Tlrc East Is Red. At that moment the whole
square surged with motion. A million pails of hands
again and again held high the red-covered Quatations
Front Chalrrnan Mao, and under the brilliant sunshine
it secmed as if a sea cf red waves flowed over lhe
square. For many minutes cheers of "Long live Chairman Mao!'' and "Long live. long live Chairman Mao!''
rang out anci shook the skies of the capital.
More than 300 representatives cf the revolutionary siudents from all parts of the nation also mounted
the Tien An l\{en rostrum. On all sides of Chailman
Uao they cheered and juraped in joyous excitement.
Ten thousand reyofutionary students arld teachers
of the -*iltt"ry."iU"ges of the Chinese Pegplers Libe:ation Army joined the heroic Red Guards to be reviewed
by the great supreme comrhancler Chairman Mao.

Comrade Kang Sheng, Member of the Standing
Committee of the Poiitical Bureau of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party and adviser to
the Cultural Revolution Group under the Party's Central Committee, declared the rally open. He said: On
behalf o{ the Cultural Revolution Group of the Party's
Central Committee, I welcome you, greet you and give
the militant salutations of the proletarian cultural revolution to you and through you to the revolutionary
students, teaeherx, workers and staffs of all the schools
in the courrtry! He added: Our great leader Chairman Mao will reeeive us, let us cheer: "Long live the
invincible thought of Mao Tse-tung! Long live Chairman Mao!"

Amid storrny applause, Conxade Lin Piao spoke to
the revolutionary students and teachers and Red Guard
fighters who had come to Peking from all parts of the
country. (For full text of speech see p. 10.)
Comrade Chou En-lai then spoke. (Full

text

on

p- r2.)

In their speeches, representatives of the capital's
Red Guards gave a warm welcome to their revolutionary eomrades-in-arms who had come from other parts
of the country, and declared that in the great cultural
revolution they and the latter wouid support each other;
6

help each' othef and Iearh from'each other in a stilf
beiter way.
Representatives of the- revolutionary students from
north China, the southwest, east'Chirra, the northeast,
the northwest and the central south spoke at the raliy.
They said:
i'Our wish to see our great leader Chairman Mao
which we have cherished for a very long tirne is finally realized today. This is our greatest happiness."

. "Our

people of all nationalities always have the
'love
for Chairman Mao, always follow his
warmest
teachings, alwal,s foliow him to make revolution, and
will never forget that greatest concern which the great
Chinese Communist Party and our most respected and
beloved leader Chairman Mao show for us."

. "We are the young Eleneration of the revolution and
sons and daughlers of the people, and we will temper
ourselves and mature in the big storms of class strug-

gle.

We wili be for ever loyal to Chairman Mao, to
Mao Tse-tung's thought, to the Party and to the people. Great leader Chairman Mao! We will certainiy
foilow you, marching f or'"r.'at'd in the teeth of big
storms. Iearn to swim by swimming and learn to make
revolution in carrying on the revolution. We piedge
oulselves to be a generation of pathbreakers u'ho dare
to struggle and make revolution and are adept at waging struggles and making revolution!"
"We will surely raise high the great red banncl of
Mao Tse-tung's thought; we are determined to carry
back with us Peking's experience in revolutionary
struggle, do everything according to Chairman Mao's
directives and the 16-point decision [of the Central
Cornmittee of the Chinese Communist Party concerning the great proletarian cultural revolution], carry
for'"vard the revolutionary rebel spirit of the prolc+tariat, resolutely overthrow those persons in po\I!-er
u,ho are taking the capitalist road, sweep away all
ghosts and monsters, do a good job in the great proletarian cultural revolution of our own localities and
thoroughly dig out the root of revisionism."

After these speeches were delivered at the rally,
Chairman Mao walked to the eastern and western ends
of the Tien An Men rostrurn arnid enthusiastic cheers

from the crowd to whom he waved continually. On
the east and, west platforms of the rostrum, he received
more than 300 representatives of revolutionary studenis
froin all parts of China and had pictures taken toge'uher

with

them.

After dark, lights went on at the fien An Men
rostrum and in the square. The hundreds of thousands
of revolutionary students who had originally occupied
places in the Tien An Men Square moved to the south
in perfect order under the orders of the rally organizers, so that the several hundred thousand young revolutionary fighters on both flanks of the square, who
Peking Rersi,ew, No.
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Our most respected and belovetl greal leader Chairman Mao
Tse-tung tog:ether with his close comrade-in-arms Comrade Lin Piao
were eager to see Chairman Mao, could move into the
sqrlare.
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Chairrnan Mao greeted ,bhem cordially on the Tien An
Illlen rostrum.

At B:30 p.m. our great leader Chairman l\{ao, his
close comrade-in-arms Comrade Lin Piao and other
leadlng cornrades of the Party's Central Committee again

Other leading people present at the rally rvere:
Liu Ning-I, Hsiao Hua, Yang Cheng-wu, Chiang Ching,

of Tien An Men. Chairman
Mao rvaved continually to the crorvd of revolutionary
sl.uCcnts and teachers. Amid lhuirderous applausc and
cheers, Chairrnan Mao, Comrade Lin Piao and other
leading comrades of the Party's Central Committee
v.ralked again to the east and west ends of the Tien An
Men rostrum and once more met the young revolutionary fighters. At that mornent, cheers of "Long live
the great leader Chairman NIao! Long live, long live
the great leader Chairman Mao!" reverberated in the
capital's night sky. The square presented a festive
sight. A miilion young revolutionary fighters breathed
an atmosphere of boundless joy and happiness.

Liao Cheng-chih, Chang Ting-cheng, Hsiao

appeared on the rostrum

E.F. Hill, Chairman of the Australian Communist
Party (i\{arxist-Leninist), and his wife Joyce Hill, now
visiting China, had been invited to attend the rally and
September 23, 1966

Wang Jen-chung, Wu Teh, Tsai Chang, Teng Ying-chao,

Ching-

kuang, Su Yu, Teng Tzu-hul, Chang Yun-yi, Liu Hsiao,

Yang Elsiu-feng, Wu Hsiu-chuan, Chien Ying, Hsu
Kuang-ta, Tseng Shan, llsu Hai-tung, Chao Erh-lu, Lu
Cheng-tsao, Wang Shu-sheng, Chang Ching-wu, Yang
Yung, Chang Tsung-hsun, Li Tao, Chen Chi-han, Chen
l\{an-yuan, Li Chih-min, Liu Lan-po, Su Chen-hua,
Chang Lin-chih, Liao Han-sheng, Hsu Ping, Sung Shihlun, Chung Chi-kuang, Chen Cheng-jen, Tao Lu-chia,

Liu

Chien-hsun, Chao Yi-min, Kung Yuan, Fang Yi,
Sun Chih-yuan, Chang Ai-ping, Yao Yi-lin, Peng Shaohui, Wang Hsin-ting, Liu Chih-chien, Hsu Li-ching,
Yuan Tzu;chin, Cfuou Shih-ti, Chu Liqng-tsai, Chiu Hui-:
tso, Chang Chih-ming, Wu Fa-hsien, Yu Li-chin, Li
Chu-kuei, Kuo I'ien-min, Chung Chih-ping, Lo Shun-

chu, Wu Keh-hua, Chen Jen-chi, Huang Chih-yung,

Chen Shih-chu, Li Tien-huan, Tan Fu-jen, Li Shouhsuan, Tsui Tien-min, Tsai Shun-li, Kung Shih-chuan,
Li Tso-peng, Chiang Wen, Chen Ho-chiao, Li Chen,
Cheng Wei-shan, Fu Chung-pi, Huang Tso-chen, Hu
Chih, Chang Chun-chiao, Hsieh Tang-chung, Wang Li,
Kuan Feng, Chi. Pen-yu, 1\4u lIsin, Yao Wen-yuan, Kuo
Mo-jo, Ho Hsiang-ning, Yang Ming-hsuan, Cheng Chien,
Chang Chih-chung, Chou Jung-hsin, Yu Chiu-li, Ku
l\'Iu, Chiang Yi-chen, Liu Wen-hui, Lu Tung, Hsu Chinchiang, Tuan Chun-yi, Liu Chieh, Wang Cheng, Chiu
Chuang-cheng, Fang Chiang, Wang Ping-chang, Li Sst-tkuang, Kang Shih-en, Liu Yu-min, Lai Chi-fa, Chiang
Kuang-nai, Chien Chih-kuang, Hsu Yun-pei, Sun Takuang, Chu Hsueh-fa,n, Fu Tso-yi, Yuan Pao-hua, Sha
Chien-li, Lin Hai-yun, Hsu Teh-heng, Hsiao Wangtung, Ho Wei, Chang Hsi-jo, Hsieh Fu-min, Jung Kaotang, Hu Li-chiao, Wang Tung-hsing, Tseng Ti, Hsieh
Yu-fa, Wang Ping, Chin Hua-lung, Hsiung Fu, Tang
Ping-chu, Ting Lai-fu, Ma Chun-ku, Wang Tao-yi, Yang
Chi-ching, Li Chen, Yu Sang, Chao Hsin-chu, Tung
Hsiao-peng, Kao Chung-min, Tsai Ting-kai, Shen Yenping, Li Chu-chen, Hsieh Hsueh-kung, Su Chieir-yi,
Yung Wen-tao, Kao Yang-w'en and Ma Li.

the third time in less than a month that our great
leader, great teacher, great supreme commander and
great helmsman Chairman Mao has met Red Guards
and revolutionary students and teachers of Peking and
fronr other parts of the country. This shows his deepest
concern for the revolutionary masses and is the greatest
inspiration to us. Under the leadership of Chai.rman
N{ao the great proletarian cuitural revolution in our
coi-rntry has been rolling forward wave on rvave, each
higher than the one before, and the situation is getting better and better. This is a blg rrictory r,von by
following Chairman Mao's teaching of firmly grasping the main orientation of struggle. In his speech
Comrade Lin Piao pointed out that 'to bombard the
headquarters is to bombard the handful of persons in
power who are taking the capitalist road.' We u'ill
surely 'site the guns correctly, aim aecurately, and
pound the target hard,' make betfer efforts to study
and apply the 16 Points in the course of waging the
struggle, and resolutely carry the great proleiarian cul-

tural revolu.Lion through to the end."
When ccrnmanders and fighters of the Chinese
Army heard the happy ne'*'s that
Cllairman Mao had once again received Red Guards
People's Liberatior-r

Choirmon Moo's Receiving of Young Revolutionory
Fighters Further lnspires the Revolutionory
:'
Fighting Witl of Arrrymen ond Cirilions
fhroughout the Notion
That our most respected and beloved great leader
Chairman Mao had once again, on Septem'ber 15, received a million young revolutionary fighters in the
capital has given the greatest inspiration and fighting
strength to the broad masses of workers, peasants aild
soldiers, revolutionary intellectuals and revolutionary
cadres in every part of the country. The happy news
was acclaimed b,y the rvhole nation. With the happiest
and most ardent feelings, hundreds of millions of the
revolutionary masses belonging to different nationalities pledged their word to Chairman Mao and the
Party's Central Committee that they would resolutely
carry out the 16 Points formulated under the directicn
of Chairman l\llao, firmly grasp the main orientation
of struggle, continue to march fortvard victoriously
under circumstances wirich are increasingly favourabie
for the revolution, greet the new upsurges in the great
proletarian cultural revolution and in socialist construction, and win new victories in the cultural revolutioi-r
and in production and construction.
In the morning of September
were heard

in many cities

16, thunderous cheers

as people listened

to the re-

corded broadcast of the mass rally of the previous day.
They sang. danced, held rallies and parades to celebrate
the occasion. lhgre w-erg. testiye s.cenes everywh.gr$,,.
Workers, peasants and soldiers and revolutionary students and teachers in huge numbers attended discus:

sions Where they said
8

in great excitement; : 'lThis

is

and revolutionary studenis and teachers, they expressed

their unanimous determinatlon: Under the brilliai'rt
leadership and direction of the great supreme eommander Chairman Mao, we will resolutely unite closely with the young Red Guard fighters and the revolutlonary students and teachers, use the 16 Points as our
weapon to carry the great prole+"arian cultural revolution through to the end, and will never stop fighting
until complete victory is won.
The broad masses of workers and staff members
Shanghai, Shenyang, Kwangchow (Canton),
Chengtu, Sian, Harbin, Changchutr, Wuhan, Nanning,
Urumchi, Sining, Yinchuan and other places who
shouider big and glorious tasks in the great cultural
revoiution rvere inspired by the happy news that Chairman lvllao had oirce again received the young revolutionary fighters. In discussion meetings or in 'uvritten
pledges they declared with enthusiasm: Under the
briiiiant banner of the invincible thought of Mao Tsetung, we v;ili take the 16-point decision as the key,
grasp the revolution rvith one hand and production
with the other, play our role ',vell as the main force of
revolution and construction, tightly grasp the main
orientation of struggle and march from victory to
victory !

in Peking,

Now the busy autumn harvest season has set in.
In response to the great call of Chairman Mao and the
Central Committee of the Party, Red Guards and
revolutionary students and teachers from colleges and
middle schools in ev'ery part of the country have gone
to the frontlines of farm production to work and help
with the autumn harvest.
Peking Reoiew, No.
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Our most respecterl anil beloveal great Ieatler Chairman
Mao Tse-tung antl his close
comratle-in-arms Comrade Lin
Fiao warmly greet revolutionary teaehers and students
from all parts of the country

fr

il

I

September 23,

1966

Comrdddr [in,.Piao's Speeah
-at

the Peking Rolly to Receive Revolutionory Teochers
And Students From All Ports of Chino
(September 15, 1966)

Coaarades,.Students, Eed Guard Fighters:

In

order to carry .out the great prolelarian
cultural revolution wel}, you have corne frorn all
parts of the country to Peking, and are here by the
side of our great leader Chairman Mao. You have
travelled a long way and worked hard I I greet you
on'behalf of Chairman Mao and the Centratr Committee of ihe Party. We extend you a warm wel-

Led by Chairman Mao, and guided by the'
16-point decision drarvn up under his leadership,

the great pioletarian cultnral revolution

in

our

country is advancing triumptrantly on a nationwide
scale" The situation is veiy finel It is getting finer
ever5r day.

Red Guard iighters, revolutionar5r students. ttq::
general orientation of your struggle has always been

peasants, counter-revolutionaries, bad elements

and Rightists who have not r.eall;, turnecl over a netrv
dillerent from us. They opp'sc the dictatorship exercised over them bv the br:cad masses of
revoiutionary peopie headed by the pi oletariat. and
they are trying to bollbarcl ou:: heaclqua.rtet's of the

Jeaf, are

proletarian revolution. Can wl1 to jerate lhese
actions? No, we must smash the p.ois r;f these
ghosts and monsters. \ -e mus[ sct, tt-,i'cugh ihem,
we rnust not let their schemes succeed. They are
only a small handful. but thev can deceive some
good peopie at tim^-s. \Ye must keep firmly to the
general orientation of our struggle. Any deviation
$om this geaeral orientation will lea,l us astray.

correcL Ghairman Mao and the Party's Central
Committee firmly support you! So do the broad
masses of wor eis, peasants, and soldiers! Your
revolutionary actions have shaken the whole of
soeiety and.$iven a blow to the dregs and left-over
evils from the old world. You have scored brilliant
successes in the vigorous fight to destroy the "four
old.s" [o]d ideas, old culture, old customs and old
habitsl arrd foster thb i'four news" [new ideas, new
culture, new customs and new habitsl . You have
created utter c<msternatio,n among thcse in power
who are taking the capitalist road, the reactionary

In the great proletarian cullurai revolution, the
broad masses of workers, peasants and soldiers and
the revolutionary students have a conimon aim and
their orientation is the same. A11 of them must
unite and go forward hancl in harrd under the banner of, Mao Tse-tung's thought!

bourgeois "autlrorities," and bloodsuckers and parasites. Yoll have aeted correcttry and done u.e11!

between the masses of workers and peasants and
the revolutionary students and are inciting the
former to struggle against the latter. Under no circumstances must we let them hoodwink us!
The rnasses of workers, peasants and soldiers,
under the leadership of the Chinese Communist

Chairman Mao teaches us that the fundamentaL
contradiction to be solved by the great proletarian
cultural revolutioa is the contradiction between rhe
t',vo classes, the proletariat and the bourgeoisie, and
between the two roads, the socialist and the capitalist. The main target of attack in the present movement is those in the Party who are in power and are
taking the capitalisi road. fo bornbard the headquar*
ters is to bombard the handfutr of persons in power
who are taking the capitalist road. Ours is a socialist
country under the dictatorship of the proletariat.
The leadership oI our country is in the hands oi the
proletariat. It is precisely for the purpose of consolidating and strengthening our dictatorship of the
proletariat that we must stmggle against and over10

I

throw the handful: of persons in pc',ver who are
taking the capitalis.t roacl. Quite clear.ly, tlie handfu1 of redctionary bourgeois elements, and those
belcnging to. the five categr:ries of iancliords, rich

Some people atre now going against Chairman

Mao's instructions and the 16-point decision.
By exploiting the profound class feelings of
the masses ,of workers and peasants for the Party
and Chainrran Mao, they a::e creating anta-gonism

Party headed by Chairman Mao, have always been
the rnain f,oree of the revolution in our country.
Today, they are the rnain force of the socialist revoiution and sociatrist construction in our country and
also the rnain force in the country's great proletarian cultural nevolution.

Our rnasses of workers, peasants and soldiers
must follorv Chairman Mao's teachings and stand
fast at their posts in production and ,combat stations.
They must stand {irmly on the side of the revoluPeking Reuiew, No.
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Our rnost resllected anil beloyed g"eat leaaler Chailp+s Mao Tse-tung, his. close
cs*ratle-in-arms Comrade Lin Pi4o anil Comrade Chou En-lai together with
repregentatives of revolutionary studeats frop. aIL parts. at the country

tionary students, support their revolutionary actions
and give them powerful backing.

The Red Quards and all revolutiqnar), Irouth
are good sons and. daughters of the Chinese pgop"le.
You must learn from the workers" peasa,r,ts and

soldiers. Leam from them their extremely firm
revolutionar5r stand and their most tho,ra,ughg. ing
revolutionary spirit. Learn frorn thern their high
sense of, organization and discipline and aII their
other fine quaiities. Like the workers, peasants
and soldiers, be for ever loya1 to Chairman Mao, to
Mao Tse-tung's thought, to the Party and to the
people and temper yourselves in the great storrn of
the revolutionary struggle to become successors to,
the proletarian rerrolutionary cause.
September 23,

1966

Und'er the Ieadership of Chairman Mao, our
great leader, great teacher, great supreme conlmenderi amd great helr,nsrr,ran, ar.rd under the banner
o,f Mao Tse-tung's thought, iet the masses of rvorkers; peatants and soldiers and tlre revolutionary
stud.ents qpite., let all revolutionary comrades unite,
and carry the great proletarian cultural revolution
through

the end.
Long, live the grea,t proletarian, cultural revolution!
Iiong live the great Communist Party of China!
t-o

, Long live the ever-triumphant'thought of Mao
Tse-tung!
Long live the great leader Chairman Mao! Long
live, long live Chairman Mas!
1'1.

Comrade Chou En-lai's Speech
-At

the Peking Rolly to Receive Revolutionory Teochers
Students From All Ports of Chins

ond

(September 15, 1966)
Comrades, Students:

We warmly welcome you! We welcome you
who have ccme from all parts of the country to
Peking, the centre of the great proletarian cultural
revolution, and are here by the side of our great
Ieader Chairman Mao.

By cordially meeting us, Chairman Mao - our
most respected and beloved leader - shows his
greatest concern for us and gives us the greatest
encouragement

! This is our greatest happiness,

our

greatest honour!

The great proletarian cultural revolution is a
great revolution transforming the very souls of peo'
ple: it is elso a grelt revolution promoting social
production.

The 16-point decision drawn up under Chairman Mao's personal guidance stipulates:
"The great proletarian cultural revolution is a
powerful motive force for the development of the
social productive forces in our country."
"The aim of the great proletarian cultural revolution is to revolutionize people's ideology and as
a consequence to achieve greater, faster, better and
more economical results in a1l fields of work."
With the upsurge in the great proletarian cul'
tural revolution, a newer and more flourishing situation is appearing in our country's industrial and
agricultural production.

it is very important to do a good

job

in industriai and agricultural production. It is important for our so,cialist construction, for our Third
Five-Year Plan, for the people's livelihood in town
and country, and for the great proletarian cultural
revolution. It is also important for the support and
assistance we are giving to the Vietnamese peopie's
struggle against U.S. aggression and for national
salvation and to the revolutionary struggles of ail

'

We must respond to Chairman Mao's call to
take a firm hold of the revolution with one hand
12

I

and spur production on with the other so as to ensure victory in both the great cultural revolution
and in industrial and agricultural production!

The brcad masses of workers, commune members, scientific and technical personnel and functionaries of Party, of government and public organizations and enterprises should remain firmly at
their jobs, grasp the link of production in good time
and app,ly the soaring enthusiasm and energy
generated in the great cultural revolution to industrial and agricultural production and s'cientific
experimentation

!

Comrades, students!

In order to facilitate the normal progress of industrial and agricultural production, the Red Guards
and revolutionary students from the universities,
colleges and rniddle schools are now not to go to the
factories and enterprises and to Party, government
and pubiic organizations of county levei and below,
and people's communes in the rural areas to establish revolutionary ties. The revolution in these
places is to proceed in a planned and systematic
way in ac.cordance with the original arrangements
for the "four clean-ups" movement.* Factories and
rural areas cannot take time off like the schools and
stop production to make revolution. Revolutionary
students shou.ld respect the masses of workers and
peasants, trust them and have confidence in their
being fully able to successfully make revolution on
their own.

The tremendously busy autumn season of
harvesting and sor.ving is here. The Red Guards
and revolutionary teachers and students from the
universities, colleges and middle schools should
organize themseives and go and work in the countryside, help bring in the autumn harvest and learn
from the poor and lower-middle peasants their revolutionary zeai and fine qualities of diligence.
Comrades, siudents! You have played a very
big role in the great proletarian cultural revoiution.
* The socialist education movement to clean things up
in. the fields.of'politics, ideology, organization and economy.

-

Tr.
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We warmly acclaim and firmly support your revolutionary action. We are convinced you wili hold
high the great red banner of Mao Tse-tung's thought,
learn how to make revolution in the revolution, and
temper yourselves to become good soldiers and
pupils of Chairman Mao a new generation of

-

communists!

Camy the great proletarian cultural revolution
through to the end!

Take firm hold of the revolution, spur production and usher in a new upsurge in socialist construction !
Long live the great people of all the nationalities
in China!
Long live the great Communist Party of China!
Long live the great thought of Mao Tse-tung!
Long live the great leader Chairman Mao!
Long iive, long live Chairman Mao!

The \rVorld's Revolutiomory

People

Ardently Love Choirmon Moo
-

An Account of the Visits of Foreign Friends to the Fomous Revotutionory
Bose Areo, the Chingkong Mountoins

Chingkang Mountains revolutionary base area
THE
r is a cradle of revolution cherished by revolutionary
people the world over.

More than a thousand visitors from nearly a
hundred countries and regions of the world have
in the last fe'uv years visited the Chingkang Mountains
area, China's first red base area established b:r Chairman Mao Tse-tung.

In the late

twenties, Chairman Mao Tse-tung and

other leaders of the Chinese revolution came to this area

along the border of Kiangsi and Hunan Provinces and
established the Chinese Workers and Peasants Red

Army, the first armed

in the u,orld today. Now that we have gained a detailed
understanding of the struggle of the Chingkang Mountains base, we feel more than ever that he is glorious,
correct and great."
A friend frorn Colombia said: "I, need sunlight. the
'sunlight of Mao Tse-tung's thought, the sunlight of
China. The sun has risen from the Chingkang Mountains, and therefore, I treasure the sun of t}'re Chingka.ng
Mountains."
Talking with sorne Red Army veterans, the head of
a delegation from a Latin American country said: "\Ye
love Chairrnan EIao as 1.ou do. But for him, it *.ould
have been quite impossible for you to win your libera-

forces

under the exclusive leadership of
the Chinese Communist Party.
after the First Revoiutionary
Civil War (L924-27) lsas suppressed in biood by Chiang Kaishek.

Foreign revolutionary friends

today describe this area as a
"great revolutionary base for the
world revolution as a whole."
The theories on the establishment
of revolutionary bases developed

by Chairman Mao in the period
of the Chingkang Mountains are
the common treasure of the proIetariat of the whole world, the
visitors say.

A revolutionary from Latin
America put it in these words:
"Comrade Mao Tse-tung is the
greatest leader and the most outstanding teacher of the revolution
l
l
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The main peak of the Chingkang Mountains
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tion; and without Chairman IVIao, it will also be impossible for us ,to win final victory in sur own revolu-

tion.

We love Chairman Mao as much as you 'do."

The visitors expressed deep admiration and esteem

for Chairman Mao and the Chingkang Mountains

base

because. they said, they needed Chairman Mao as their

teacher in their revolution, because they needed the
great 1\Iao Tse-tung's thought, and because they needed
to establish revolutionary base areas of the Chingkang-'
type to accomplish the tasks of their own revolutionary

cause. A friend frorn an Asian country wrote a poem
after his visit to Chingkang Mountains. It reads in
part:
The great Mao Tse-tung's thought has taken
deep root in China,

And its radiance illuminates etsery corner of the

uorld.

:

A Japanese friend said: "Mao Tse-tung's thottght
is the summit of l\Tarxism-Leninism in the present era.
It is living Marxlsm-Leninism at its highest, anel it is
universal truih that guides the world revolution."
During their visit, many revolutionary friends frorn
the five continents read Chairman Mao's writings cn ihe

and tactics of the Chinese revolution in the
Chingkang toIountains period. These include "lYhy Is It
?hat Red Poliiicai Poirer Can Exist ln China?' "The
Struggle in the Chingkang lllountains," "A Single Spark
Can Start a kairie Fire." Ilrey read Mao Tse-tung's
works rvhenever they had a spare moment.
strategSz

A friend frorn the Congo (Brazzavilie) went along

the narrow mountain paths during the day to visit the
revolutionary sites. Then, in spite of his fatigue, he
studied Mao Tse-tung's writings into the small hours of
the night. When he was urged to rest, he replied: "I have
come here to study Mao Tse-tung's thought. I'm not
weary. Chairman Mao's books and the spirit of the
Chingkang Mountains fill me u'ith boundless strength."

A friend from Brazil told the Chinese comrades
who saw him off after his visit: "I have worked hard
for decacles to find the road for the liberation of Brazil.
Now I have finally found it. It is the road of the
Chingkang Mountains."

fhe fiead of a trade union clelegation from Laos
said: "The str-uggle of the Chingkang Mountains testifies to the truth that without armed struggle the people
have nothing.' The struggle in our country also testifies
to this. As Comrade Mao Tse-tung put it: Everything
reactionary is the same; if you don't hit it, it won't fall.
We shall strike harder to crush U.S. imperialism."

A comrade frorn Vietnam said: "From weak to
strong, from simple guns to the atom bomb-this has
been the course of the great revolution of the 700 million Chinese people under the leadership of the Chinese
Communist Parfy and Comrade Mao Tse-tung. This
revolution is h shining exarnple to all oppressed peoples
and nations."
"Only by establishing strong and firm revolutionary bases in the countryside is it possible for the revolution to win final. victory through arned struggle," a
friend from Venezuela pointed out. "We shaii follow
wkrat Comrade Mao Tse-tung did, go to the countryside
and the mountains to establish revolutionary base areas,
r,fhere we carr conserve and expand the revolutionary
forces, and work for final victory by using the countryside to encircle and finally seize the cities."
Ma.ny revolutionary friends said that the establishment ol the red base in the Chingkang Nlountains had
been a great contribution by the Chinese people to the
internaiional proietariat, and that the revolutionary people all over the world should draw the necessary lessons
frorn this experience in their struggle against imperialism and all reactionaries.

The road of the Chingkang Mountains is also the
road of ful1y mobiiizing the peasants, of waging agrarian
revolution by closely relying on the peasants, and of
rousing the peasant masses to liberate thernselves
this was another conclusion reached by the visitors. One
of them said: "We must re-study the peasant question,
especially the question of rousing the peasants ideologically so as to 1ay a solid foundation for estabiishing a
revolutionary base, in the spirit of ihe experience of
Ccmrade Mao Tse-tung in the period of the Chingkang

Mountains."

A guerrilla fighter from the Congo (Leopoldville)
said: "Comrade Mao Tse-tung's theories concerning the

This road created by Chairman Ma.o Tse-tung is
one of armed struggle, of rel;ring on the peasants to set
up revolutionary bases in the countryside, and of using
the countryside to encircle the cities. The essential point

agrarian revolution are absoltttely correct. Not a single
inch of the vast land of Africa ,is in the hands of the
poor peasants. We shall surely win once we have seized
the iand and won the support of the peasants."

of the experience of the Chingkang N{ountains is to wage
armed struggle. The struggle of the Chingkang Mountains period wa-s armed struggle, and people's war.

After their visits, the foreign guests expressed
for Chairman Mao Tse-tung
and his great thought. They said: "Chairrnan Mao
Tse-tung is the sun in our hearts," "he is the greatest

A
terest

cornrade from south Vietnam showed special inMao Tse-tung's thought on people's war. He

ill

said: "We are now uraging a revolutionary war. We
need Comrade Mao Tse-turig's'"thought eh peo,ple's wza,n.
The victory of the people of south Vietnam in their
anti-U.S. stmggle for naticnal salvation is a victory
for the thouglrt of Mao Tse-tung on people's war."
14

wholehearted admiration

teacher of the revolution," "Mao Tse-tung's thought is

the sirmmit of Marxism-Leninism of our time" and
"every word by Chairman Mao is gr.ridance to l,he rcv-

olutionary people of the world."
One of them told a group of miliiia $'omen rvho had
demonstrated their shooting skill: "Chairman Mao does
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not only belong to you, but also to us. His resolute and
thoroughgoing revolutionary spirit and his thought on
people's war have pointed out to us the way leading
to final victory."
Ttre visitors were inspired by Chairman Mao Tsetung's famous saying "a single qrark can start a prairie
fire." A guerrilla fighter from Laos said: "'A single
spark can start a prairie fire'- these words are a fount
of inspiration and shength. They are a beaeon that illuminates the revolutionary road of the people the world

ovqLl' A friend from Rwanda said: 'I 'shaII start a
prairie fire throughout Africa with the spark lit in the
Chingkang Mountains."

As Robert Williams, the famous American Negro
leader, declared: "The spirit of the Chingkang Mountains is the spark that set off a prairie fire. The great
storm generated from the Chingkang Mountains is now
shaking the world.'l
(Tlsin

hua corr e sp onclents)

{r&
HONGQI

ln Proise of the Red Gusrds
rnHE revolutionary people throughout China are now
I ,.yrtg with each other in praising the Red Guards.
The revolutionary initiative of the Red Guards has
shaken the whole world.

The Red Guards are something new that

has

in the tempest of the great proletarian cultural
revolution; they were born and are growing up in the
great proletarian cultural revolution.
emerged

The Red Guards have been nurtured in their
growth by Mao Tse-tung's thought. The Red Guards
say, and say it we11,: Chai.rman Mao is our red commander and we are the young, red soldiers of Chairman
Mao.

What our Red Guards love most of all is to read
Chairman Mao's works and follow his teachings, and
their love for Mao Tse-tung's thought is most ardent.
They carry with them copies of Quotaiions From Chairm.an Mao Tse-tung. They take as their highest obligation the study, dissemination, application and defence
of Mao Tse-tung's thought.

In the great proletarian cultural revolution which
v/as personally started and is being personally led by
Chairman Mao, the Red Guards have resolutely carried
out courageous and stubborn struggies against those in
authority who take the capitalist road and against all
ghosts and monsters, and they have become the pathbreakers in the great proletarian cultural revolution.
After the pubiication of the "Decision of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party Concerning the Great Proletarian Culiural Revolution,"
which was drawn up under his personal direction,
Chairman Mao, the great leader, and Comrade Lin Piao,
his ciose comrade-i.n-arms, reviewed the Red Guards in

the Chinese capitai on August 18. With the direct encouragement of the great supreme commander Chairman Mao, the Red Guards and other revolutionary organizations of the young people set going a new high
tide in the great cultural revolution.
Septinzber 23,

1966

Coming out of their schools and into the streets,
the tens of millions of Red Guards formed an irresistibLe
revolutionar5r torrent. Holding aloft the red banner of
the invincible thought of Mao Tse-tung and displaying
the proletarian, revolutionary spirit of daring to think,
to speak, to act, to break through and to rise up in
revolution, they are cleaning up the muek left over by
the'old society and sweeping away the rubbish accttmulated over thousands of years of history.
The Bed Guards have done many good things and

put forward many good suggestions. In accordance
with Chairman Mao's teachings, they have achieved
brilliant results in the struggle to eradicate the oid
ideas, culturg customs and habits of the exploiting
classes a.od to foster the new ideas, culture, customs
and habits of the proletariat.

The Red Guards are the shock force of the great
proletarian cultural revolution. Their revolutionary
actions have roused revolutionary fervour among the
masses, bringing about a vigorous rnass movement on
a still greater scale. Such a sweeping revolutionary
mass rnovement has engulfed in the vast sea of the
revolutionary masses the handful of persons in power
u,ho have wormed their way into the Party and have
taken the eapitalist road. Without such a large-scale
mass movement, it would be irnpossible to destroy the
social basis on which the handfrrl of bourgeois Rightists
resis and to carry through the great proletarian eultu-ral revolution thoroughly and in depth.
The Red Guards are a new phenomenon on the
eastern horizon. The revolutionary youngsters are the
symbol of the future and the hope of the proletariat.
Revolutionary dialecties tells us that the new-born
forces are invincible, that they inevitably grow and
develop in struggle and in the end defeat the decaying
forces. Therefore,rWe shall certainly sing the praises
of the new, eulogize it, beat the drums to encourage it,
bang the gongs to clear a way for it and raise our hands
high in welcome.
15

have been attacked wildly by the class enemies at home

Our Red Guards have performed immortal meritorious deeds in the course of the great proletarian
cultural revolution. Chairman Mao and the Central
Committee of the Party enthusiastically praise their
soaring revolutionary spirit, and the broad masses of
workers, peasants and solCliers enthusiastically acclaim
their revolutionary actions.
The revolutionary actions of the revolutionary
young fighters are indeed excellent! Their meritorious
deeds in the great cultural revolution will go down
for ever in the revolutionary history of the proletariat.

and abroad.

"Young fanatics!" Invariably the enemies of revolution are extremely hostile to the reVolutionary enthusiasm of the masses, and they smear it as "fanatical."
And it is precisely what the enemy hates that w'e love.
Not only must the revolutionary young fighters maintain their exuberant revolutionary enthusiasm, they
must also further display their soariirg revolutionary
spirit.

The Red Guards are learning to swim by swimming,

are learning to make a revolution by taking part in it.
What they demand of themselves is not only to have
the daring to struggle and make revolution, but to be
good at struggle, good at revolution. On the basis of

the experience they themselves have gained in practice,
they are now further studying the 16-point decision of
the Party's Central Committee concerning the great
proletarian cultural revolution, grasping it and appiying it.
Having received the warm praise of Chairman Mao
and the broad masses of the workers, peasants, and
soldiers, the revolutionary young fighters are now reminding themselves to guard against conceit and
rashness and to learn modestly from the People's
Iiberation Army arrd the masses of the rvorkers and
peasants. They are determined to raise their political
consciousness still further and heighten their sense of
organization and discipline, in accordance with the
"three-eight" working style of the People's Liberation
Army and the Three Main Rules of Discipline and the
Eight Points for Attention. They are resolved to temper
themselves in the furnace of revolution so as to become
revolutionary fighters of the type of Lei Feng, Wang
Chieh, Mai Hsien-teh and Liu Ying-chun, to become
Communists who are utterly devoted to others without
any thought of self, to become the successors to the
revolutionary cause of the proletariat.
Different classes take different views of the revolutionary actions of the Red Guards. The revolution=
ary classes regard them as extremely good while the
counter-revolutionary classes look upon them as extremely bad.
RevolutionarSr people throughout the world have
applauded these revolutionary actioqs and paid high
tribute to the Red Guards. On the other hand, the im-,
perialists, the reaetionaries of all countries, the modern
revisionists and the Chiang Kai-shek bandit gang are
ctrrsing the Red Guards in the most venomous langgage.
They have vilified the Red Guards as "5/oung fanatics'l
and attacked their .revolutionary actions as. i'vioIating..
.dignity,"
human
"destroying social traditions,l'. and so
on and so forth.
Chairman Ma6.hg5' taught us that. ts be attacked
blz the enemy is not a bad thing but,a good thing. It
is stiil better if thecnemy attacks us wildly,and paints us in the.worst colours-and wiLhout a.single.virtue. It
is indeed a great honour for the Red Guards that they.,
,

1"6

"Violating human dignity!" The Red Guards have
ruthlessly castigated, exposed, criticized and repudiated the decadent, reactionary culture of the bsurgeoisie, and they have exposed the ugly features of the
bourgeois Rightists to the bright light of day, landing
them in the position of rats running across the street
and being chased by ail. So they shout: "This violates
human dignity." To speak frankly, we should not only
violate their "dignity" but knock them dor,vn so that
they can never rise up again.
"Destroying social traditions?" You are right. The
Red Guards do want to destroy the traditions of the
landlords and the bourgeoisie. The revolutionary
young fighters want precisely to make a clean sweep of
the remaining viruses of feudalism, eliminate the germs
of capitalism and dig out the evil roots of revisionism.
Only by utterly destroying the various old traditions
of the exploiting classes is it possible to carry on and
develop the revolutionary traditions of the proletariat.
In accordance with the directives of Chairman Mao
and the Party's Central Committee, the young Red
Guard fighters are concentrating all forces to strike at
the handful of bourgeois Rightists, and their main
target is those in power within the Party who are taking
the capitalist road. In doing so, they are removing the
time bombs planted in China by imperialism and revisionism. Therefore, it is quite natural that the imperialists and revisionists should feel shocked, enraged
and bitter about the revolutionary actions of the Red
Guards.

That mouthpiece of the reactionary classes Pope
Paul the Sixth helplessly blurted out that for them the
revolutionary actions of the Red Guards were "a sign
of death and not a sign of life." Yes, indeed. The revolutionary actions taken by the revolutionary young
fighters are a sure sign of final destruction for the class
enemies at home and abroad. And our Red Guards are
a symbol that the revolutionary cause of the proletariat
is prospering and has unlimited vitality.
Like the red sun rising in the east, the unprecedented great proletarian cultural revolution is illuminat-

ing the land with its brilliant rays.
Long live the Red Guards armed with Mao Tsetung's thought!
Long live Chairman Mao, our great teacher, great
Ieader, great supreme commander and great helmsman!
('!Hongqi" commentarg, No. 72,

7966.)
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A Greot H istoric Event in the Life of the
Chinese Communist Porty ond the
Froternql Chinese People
orgon of the Albonion Porty of Lobour, on the communique of
of the 8th Centrql Committee of the C.P.C.

-ZeriiPoyullit,
the llth Plenory Session

rTERl I POPULLIT, organ of the Central Committee of
the Albanian Party of Labour, on August 21 pubIished an article by its editorial department commenting
on the communique of the l1th Plenary Session of the

l-l

8th Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party.
EntitJed "A Great Historic Event in the LiIe oI the
Chinese Communist Party and the Eraternal Chinese
People," the article pointed out that the recent plenary
sesslon of the C.P.C. Central Committee is a new victory
for the Party and the Chinese people, and that the
decisions adopted by the plenary session are of international significance.

The article said that the 11th Plenary Session of
the 8th Central Committee of the Chinese Communist
Party presided over by Comrade Mao Tse-tung concerned itself with the revolution on the ideological,
political, economic and cultural fronts, and the advance
of socialist and communist construction with the most
powerful and irresistible force in the People's Republic
of China. This was a new victory lor the Chinese Communist Party and the Chinese peopJ.e, and it dealt
another telling blow to the enemies of socialism and
revolution.
The article added that the 1lth Plenary Session of
C.P.C. Central Committee was held at a time
when the People's Republic of China was successfully

the

unfolding a profound socialist revolution in

the

ideological and cultural spheres in order to persist
with irresistible force in carying the cause of socialism and communism through to the end and block
every avenue leading to the danger oJ the usurpation
of power by the revisionists, of the degeneration
of the socialist system into the bourgeois systern,
and of the restoration of capitalism. The untolding of the socialist revolution in the cultural and
ideological spheres in China, a revolutionary movement
with the participation of the hundreds of millions of
the masses, had no parallel in history. It would certainly play the decisive role in deciding the fate of the
whole great socialist cause and revolutionary cause of
the People's Republic of China and the development of
the cause of socialism and revolution. The fervent
support of the 700 million Chinese peopLe for the
glorious Chinese Communist Party and the MarxistLeninist theories of Mao Tse-tung was demonstrated
with a new force at a mass rally in celebration of the
September 23,
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great proletarian cultural revolution in Peking. This
again showed that the members of the Chinese Communist Party and the people throughout the country
had rallied, as strong as steel and with one mind and
heart, around the Party's Central Comrnittee headed by
Comrade Mao Ts+tung. This unbreakable rrnity was
smashing the fond dreams and conspiracies oI the imperialists and modern revi.sionists in their attempts to
restore capitalism irr China and tura back the wheel

of

hi_story.

The article said that at a time when the MarxistLeninists and the revolutionary people of all countries
were successfully waging fierce struggles against imperialism, international reaction, and modern revisionrsm, the 1lth Plenary Session of the C.P.C. Central Committee had made a penetrating Marxist-Leninist analysis of the present world situation and had pointed out
that a new era of the development of the world rev-

olution had begunThe article said that at a time when the U.S. impe
rielists were extending their aggression against Vietnam
and Indo-China in an attempt to spread the flames of
war closer aud closer to China and to strengthen their
military encirclement around her, the Khrushchov
revisionists
L.I. Brezhnev, A.N. Kosygin and their
ilk
were -strengthening their anti-China "Ho1y A1liance"
with U.S. imperialism, the reactionaries of
India, Japan and other countries in accordance
with the criminal policy of U.S.-Soviet co-operation for world domination. Confronted with this
situation, the Plenary Session of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party had pointed out
with absolute correctness that, to oppose imperialism,
it was necessary to oppose modern revisionism.
In conclusion, the article said that the important
decisions adopted by the Plenary Session of the Central
Committee of the C.P.C. showed that the fraternal Chinese people, led by the glorious Chinese Communist
Party and for ever guided by the beacon }ight of Marxist-Leninist theory and the teachings of Mao Tse-tung,
which further developed this theory in the light of
present internal and international conditions, were
sure to successfully carry the great proletarian cultural
revolution through to the end and would always march
victoriously along the road of socialism and communism.
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Chino's Culturol Revolution ls in the
Of the People of the World
-

In

te rests

Stotement by V. G. Wilcox, Generol Secretory of
The Communist Porty of New Zeolond

4^t WILCOX, General Secretary of the Communist
. (-r. pa11y oi N"* Zealand, in a statement pubIished in the September 14 issue of the weekly People's Voice, organ of the Party, warmly applauded
China's great proletarian cultural revolution as "of
tremendous historic importance," and the revolutionary

action of the Red Guards as "an excellent thing."
The statement said: All the "conscious workers and
genuine socialists will applaud the great developments
in socialism now taking place in China. The movement
of China's revolutionary youth who have formed themselves into the Red Guard, is a movement for the consolidation of the socialist revolution and for the total
elimination of the hangovers of capitalism."
The statement sternly refuted rumours and slanders
on the action of the Red Guards. It said that 'the Bed
Guards are in t'he front rant of the great working class

cdtunl revolution now under way in China." Their
revolutionary action "is an excellent thing for China
and the world."

It noted, "the aims of the cultural revolution are
fully in line with the basic principles of MarxismLeninism. They are in the interests of the toiling people throughout the world.
"For this reason, the cultural revolution is opposed
and denounced, not only by the imperialists, but also
by their hangers-on, the Soviet revisionists and their
followers abroad.

"Having abandoned the basic principles of Marxism-Leninism themselves, they are busy condemning
China's cultural revolution and the Red Guard move-

t

ment.

"But any class-conscious worker can judge who is
right and who is wrong from the evidence at hand."
Wilcox pointed out, "China's youth are filled with
revolutionary fervour. Millions of them are taking
part in a movement to strengthen socialism. The nature and scale of this movement is unprecedented in
history."

The statement said, "What is happening in the
Soviet Union and in those socialist countries whose
leaders have followed the revisionists? Are not the
youth there being encouraged to ape the ways of capitafism more and more? . . . In the economic life of
these countries the trend is back to capitalism, so, too,
in their cultural life, capitalist ideas, methods and
customs are becoming stronger."

It

-t

continued, "The opposite is happening

in

China.
l

"That is something that must be welcomed by all
who value socialism."
The statement emphasized, "China's great working
class cultural revolution and its Red Guard activists
are of tremendous historic importance, for they are a
guarantee that China's future will remain unshakably
socialist. . . . It is'also the guarantee that world socialism will have a strong and enduring base for the future,
come what may."
;

;

Chino's Culturol Revolution ls o Crushing Blow
Agoinst lmperiolism ond Revisionism
-

Article in the Vanguard, orgon of the Austrolion
Communist Porty (Morxist-Leninist)

Ar FRONT-PAGE article in the VoI. 3.-No. 32 issue
of the Vanguard,, organ of the Australian Communist Party (Marxist-Leninist), warmly acclaims
L

China's great proletarian cultural revolution, pointing
I8

out that this great cultural revoJution is a tremendous
blow against imperialism and modern revisionism.
The article said, "Mao Tse-tung for a long time has
pointed out that class struggle remains long after the
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Tse-tung who have recognized and analysed the danger
restoration within a socialist country and
who have taken resolute, determined measures against

are being revealed and isolated in the world as real
supporters of U.S. imperialism."
Referring to the world significance of China's great
proletarian cultural revolution, the article pointed out
that it is a very important blow to U.S. imperialism
and the Soviet revisionist clique for the benefit of aII
the oppressed of the world. The Chinese people are
fighting the battle of the world, it said, and this battle
involves the most fundamental issues of our times. In
this struggle, China has the real support of the oppressed of the world, of all genuine anti-imperialists. And
these constitute over 90 per cent of the people of the
world. Amongst the immense number of ordinary
people in Asia, Africa and Latin America, China is the
symbol of hope.
U.S. imperialism and the Soviet revisionist clique
have tried their best to isolate China, the article noted.
But it is they who are really isolated. U.S. imperialism
is a s),mbol of oppression, of hatred by the people of
the world. "Yankee go home" rings throughout the

The article emphasized, "The Chinese cultural revolution is uniting the Chinese people ever more firmly: it is getting rid of U.S. imperialism's friends.
It is dealing devastating blows against the Soviet revisionists and aII those who support them. These people

In conclusion, the article said, "the future of the
world is one of immense struggle. The victory of the
people is absolutely assured. But it is victory that can
only be attained in vigorous struggle against imperialism headed by U.S. imperialism and against revisionism headed by the leading clique of the C.P.S.U."

victory of socialism. Capitalist elements remain in China. They long for their own power. .
The U.S.
imperialists and Soviet revisionist clique put immense
hope in these elements who never give up.',
Co-ordinating with each other, the article continued, U.S. imperialism and the Soviet revisionist
clique have surrounded China with military bases and
engaged in intrigues in the Asian countries, African
countries and Latin American countries to carry out
activities hostile to China. They have launched a huge
propaganda and diplomatic offensive against China,
and at the same time they have relied heavily upon
revisionist elements seeking the restoration of capitalism within China itself. These revisionist elements were
the people to plot from within China to co-ordinate
with the external U.S. imperialist and Soviet revisionist
pressure. But "it is precisely China and its leader Mao

of capitalist

it;'

world.

Chino's Greot Culturol Revolution ls Choirmon
Moo's Mognificent ond Greot Achievement
-

Editorisl by locques Grippo, Secretory of the Centrol Committee of the
Belgion Communist Porty, published in the weekly La Vow du Peuple

GRIPPA, Secretary of the Central ComCommunist Party, in an editorial in the weekly La Voix du Peuple published on
September 15, warmly acclaimed China's great proletarian cultural revolution to be of world significance
and highly evaluated the magnificent and great achievement by Chairman Mao, t.he great leader of the Chinese
people who is leading the present movement, and Mao
Tse-tung's thought.

.,TACqffpS
mittee of the Belgian

:

1

The Greot Culturol Revolution Corresponds to the
Low of Development ol Closs Struggle
ln Chino
He said, "The great socialist cultural revolution
corresponds to the objective law of the development
of class struggle and of social development in China, to
the objective law of the entire socialist revolution at
present and in the future.
"This is a new achievement by Comrade Mao Tsetung who has more penetratingly and completely exSeptember 23, 1966

pounded the law of class struggle in the period of the
socialist revolution and the law on the correct handling
of the contradictions among the people. and who has
pointed out the necessity for the Communist Party,
leader and organizer of the Chinese revolution, to
launch and lead the great socialist cultural revolution,
to carry through the mass line, to boldly and freely
arouse the masses and have confidence in them, rely on
them and support their initiative."
The Erperiences of Chino's Greot Culturol
Revolution Are of Universol Significonce
Grippa said, "The experiences of the great socialist
cultural revolution are not only valuable to China but
are of universal significance and value. They demonstrate once again that revolutionary ideas, once grasped
by the masses, become an invincible material force.

"Our'epoch is one in which the relation of world
forces has undergone a radical change in favour of
19

socialism, mainly because of the Victory of China's
socialist revolution and the victories of other socialist
revolutions and the development of the revolutionary
movement for national liberation. Our epoch is one in
which imperialism is heading for total collapse and the
proletarian revolution is going to win victory through-

press, radio and television let loose attacks against
China's great socialist cultural revolution, against Comrade Mao Tse-tung, and against the Chinese Communist Party and the Chinese people. And the revisionists distinguish themselves by their zeal in this
reactionary choir.

out the world."

"This delirium is nothing but a reflection of the
great fear which racks the imperialists and particularly
American imperialism, No. 1 enemy of the peoples, as
well as its puppets, lackeys and revisionist collaborators."

Moo Tse-tung's Thought ls the Crystollizotion of the
Erperience of World Proletorion Revolution
"Comrade Mao Tse-tung is not only the great
helmsman of the Chinese revolution but also the Lenin

of our time. His thought

constitutes the crystallization of the experience of the world proletarian revolution. He has brought Marxism-Leninism to a new summit. Mao Tse-tung's thought is the Marxism-Leninism

of our time.
"That is why all genuine Marxist-Leninists of our
era assimilate Mao Tse-tung's thought and take it as
the guide to revolutionary action."

Grippa said that the decadent old capitalist world,
that the Soviet revisionist group had usurped
power, cherished illusions that the same phenomenon
would repeat itself in the socialist countries, including
China. He said, "China's great socialist cultural revolution decisively destroys the hopes placed in revisionism
by the exploiters and oppressors."
seeing

Will Bring About o
Big leop Forword in Sociolist Revolution

The Greot Culturol Revolution

He said, "The youth are playing an important role

in this great socialist cultural revolution, notably

in
the cultural revolution committees in schools and in the
Red Guard, a supplementary and new insbument of
revolutionar5r order and of the dictatorship of the pre
letariat and taking the toaditions of the glorious People's Liberation Army as their example."
Attocks by Imperiolists, Revisionists ond
Reoctionories on Chino's Culturol
Revolution Rellect Their Fesr

He added, "The more these gentlemen rave and
violently attack the Chinese revolution and the MarxistL€ninists of the world who side with it, the more they
prove that the Chinese people led by the Chinese Communist Party with Comrade Mao Tse-tung at the head
have defeated their plans and already achieved great
success in the great socialist cultural revolution."
Grippa said that this revolution in China "will
permit the socialist revolution to make a big leap
forward in all its domains. It is developing the so-

Grippa in the editorial sternly denounced the reactionaries for slandering China's great cultural revolution. He said, "In the past few weeks the bourgeois

cialist revolution in depth and scope and constitutes a
new stage of socialist revolution, a new stage of world
historic importanqe,"

Wormly Hoils Victory
Of Chino's Greot Proletorion Culturql ReYolution
And of Moo Tse-tung's Thought
Peruvion Communist Porty

The victory of Moo Tse-tung's thought is o gigontic leop forword in the course of
world reyolution.
The touchstone for distinguishing o Communist from o revisionist is whether or not
he odheres to Moo Tse-tung's thought.

Political Committee of the Central Committee
THE
r the Peruvian Communist Party issued a statement

of

in
August entitled "The Peruvian Communist Party Warm20

ly Hails the Victory of China's Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution and of Mao Tse-tung's Thought." The statement stressed: "The touchstone for distinguishing a
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from a revisionist is whether or not

adheres to Mao Tse-tung's thought. Whoever opposes
Mao Tse-tung's thought opposes Marxism-Leninism and

people with an invincible weapon for revolutionary
struggle with his concept of people's war synthesized
in his military thinking, which reflects his genius in

opposes revolution."

military strategy.

Communist

he

Signed by the Party's General Secretary Saturnino
Paredes Macedo, the statement was published in Banclefa

Rojo (Red Flag), organ of the Party.

full text of the sbtement:
The entire world has been shaken by the
tr'oJlowing is the

great
proletarian cultural revolution of China which is devel-

oping victoriously and is characterized by the participation of all the labouring people, workers, peasants and
the People's Liberation Army fighters under the leadership of the glorious Chinese Communist Party and Comrade Mao Tse-tung. The Peruvian Communist Party
expresses revolutionary joy and sincere support for this
outstanding historic event which constitutes a big leap
forward in the course of world revolution. The experiences of the great proletarian cultural revolution of
China enrich Marxism-Leninism and make contributions
to the struggle of all the oppressed peoples and nations
of the world to shatter the yoke of U.S. imperialism and
its lackeys. The experiences also make contributions
to all Communist Parties in their struggle for the purity
of Marxism-Leninism and for socialism and communism.

The Peruvian Communist Party at its Fifth National Conference in November 1965 pointed out that Mao
Tse-tung has developed Marxism-Leninism and has
become the indisputable leader of the world revolution,
and it recommended the study of his works. The Peruvian Communist Party considers that Mao Tse-tung's
thought forms an integral part of Marxist-Leninist ideology, and the Party adopts it as its weapon for work
and for revolutionary struggle. Mao Tse-tungis thought
scientifically and corectly stuns up and crystallizes the

international historical experience of proletarian revolution. It is the Marxism of the present era and represents
the highest development of Marxisrn-Leninism in the
various fundamental problems concerning new-democratic revolution and the dictatorship of the proletariat,
class struggle in general and class struggle under conditions of the building of socialism, national questions
and national-liberation war, international questions and

the fundamental contradictions of the

contemporary

world, the questions of war and peace, Party building
and the struggle against revisionism and dogmatism, and
the theory of knowledge and revolutionary practice. In
short, it enriches Marxism-Leninism in the ideological,
political and military fields, puts the role of the masses
of the people and that of man in the right place, exposes
the real nature of the principal enemy of the oppressed
peoples and nations of the world, points out that it is
a paper tiger, and makes people understand that it can
be defeated. At the same time, Mao Tse-tung provides
September 23,
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Mao Tse-tung's thought teaches us to carry through
the revolution to the very end not only in the economic,

political, and military fields but also in the cultural
field. It correctly points out the ways and means of
anticipating and preventing the restoration of capitalism
in the socialist countries and also the ways and means
of anticipating, preventing and smashing the irrfiltration of revisionist and bourgeois ideas into the ranks
of Communist Parties.
The Peruvian Communist Party, when referring to

the application of Marxism-Leninism to the concrete
conditions of the Peruvian revolution, includes Mao
Tse-tung's thought in Marxism-Leninism. Therefore, it
uses Mao Tse-tung's thought as its weapon for work
in the search for truth to create its o'rvn revolutionary
theory and in Party building, as the weapon in the
struggle against U.S. imperiplism, the big compradorcapitalists and the big latifundists, and against modern
revisionism and its local version.

In the present era, no one should be regarded as
a true Marxist-Leninist if he does not firmly adhere
to Mao Tse-tung's thought and apply it in daily work
and struggle. The touchstone for distinguishing a communist from a revisionist is whether or not he adheres
to Mao Tse-tung's thought. Whoever opposes Mao
Tse-tung's thought opposes Marxism-Leninism and opposes revolution.

In the historical task of creating the theory of
Peruvian revolution, in the work of applying MarxismLeninism to the real, concrete conditions of our country,
Mao Tse-tung's thought is the dependable weapon for
seeking the truth and attaining victory.
The plainness and profundity, the clarity and vigour
of Mao Tse-tung's thought facilitate its comprehension
and application by the workers, peasants and all the
working people; we can make such an evaluation of it

from the victorious great proletarian cultural revolution which is being carried out in China. In the course
of the cultural revolution, Mao Tse-tung's thought has
defeated the bourgeois thinking and ideology which are
disguised behind the mask of Marxism-Leninism and
which have taken some positions favourable to their
own interests in order to subvert the powerful socialist
state of China and corrupt the ranks of the Chinese
Communist Party. The victory of Mao Tse-tung's
thought is the victory of Marxism-Leninism at its
highest stage of development, the victory of the masses
of the people and a gigantic leap forward in the course
of world revclution.
21
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Hold Fost to the Moin Orientstion

ln the
,T|HE great proletarian cultural revolution, like a
I mighty red torrent, is sweeping away the old

things, old ideas and old forces of habit of the exploitclasses in all their manifestations, educating hundreds of millions of people and propelling our history
forward.

ing

Chairman Mao teaches us: "Who are our enemies?
V[ho are our friends? This is a question of the first
importance fot the revolution."
This is also a question of the first importance for
great
proletarian cultural revolution.
the
Comrade

Lin Piao said: "'We must. in

accordance

with Chairman Mao's teachings, distinguish who are
our enemies and who are our friends. Attentioo must
be paid to uniting with the grcat maioritv, and oDnGentrating forccs to strike at the handful of bourgeois
Rightists. The main target of the attaek is those persons in authority who have wormed their way into
the Party and are taking the capitalist road. It is essential to hold fast to this main orientation in the struggle;'
Our Party organizations at various levels. the broad
masses of workers, peasants and soldiers, revolutionary
cadres and revolutionary intellectuals, and the broad

of revolutionary youth must hold most tightly
to this main orientation in the struggle. They will go
astray if they act counter to this main direction.
In this great campaign, the present staqe of the
proletari>n cultural revolution, it is essential to concentrate forces to strike at the handful of bourgeois
Rightists, that is, to concentrate forces to strike at the

masses

most reactionary and most stubborn political representatives of the bourgeoisie. By pulling down the bourgeois Rightists, it will be possible to forcefully crush
the schemes of the bourgeoisie for a counter-revolu-

tionary come-back.
Ours is a great country under the dictatorship of
proletariat.
Ours is a great Party which is armed
the
with Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tse-tung's thought. In
order to seize state power under such conditions, the
bourgeoisie invariably rely on the extremely smal1
number of people in power within the Party who are
taking the capitalist road, that is. the counter-revolutionary revisionists. This handful of counter-revolutionary revisionists is the chief and the most dangerous
enemy. Where they have usurped leadership, they
22

Struggle
pursue bourgeois policies and exercise bourgeois dictatorship. They make use of the power they have seized
to shelter the bourgeois Rightists and suppress the pro-

letarian Left. If they are not struck down, they will,
like Khrushchov, rise up to usurp the leadership of our
Party and state whenever they see the chance, and
make our whole country change colour.

The main orientation in the struggle is to concentrate forces to strike at the handful of bourgeois Rightists, at those persons in power within the Party who
are taking the capitalist road. To hold most firmly
to this main direction in the struggle can guard against
bad people fishing in troubled waters and can avoid
the mist"ke of missing the main objective while laying
hold of problcrns of secondar5r importance in the
struggle.

If those in power are not proletarians, then they
must be bourgeois. There is no such thing as persons
in power who are above classes and who are abstract.
Support should be given to those in power who are
proletarian and to support them is precisely for the
purpose of striking down those in power who are taking
the capitalist road. Those in power who are taking the
capitalist road should be struck down. and striking them
down is precisely to consolidate the dictatorship of the
proletariat further.
Our country is a state of the dictatorship of the
proletariat. Fundamentally, those in power are the
proletariat. Most of the cadres who are responsible
for leadership at various levels in the various departments of the Party, government and armed forces and
in industrial, agricirltural, trade, educational and military circles, in general, support the Party and Chairman Mao and resolutely take the socialist road. They
include cadres of the first and second categories as
stated in Point 8 of the 16-point decision of the Party's
Central Committee concerning the great proletarian cultural revolution. Only a handful of counter-revolutionary revisionists who are against the Party, against socialism and against Mao Tse-tung's thought have wormed their way into leading posts in the Party and the
state. This refers to the fourth category of cadres as
stated in the 16-point decision.
These are the basic, objective facts of China's political life. Exactly because of this, our state power of the
dicratorship of the proletariat is consolidated. Exactly
because of this, it is possible in our country to hold
Peking Rersiew, No.
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high the great red banner of Mao Tse-tung,s thought
and score extremely brilliant successes on various
fronts in the socialist revolution and socialist construction.
Comrade Lin Piao pointed out that a handful of
reactionary bourgeois elEments, and landlords, rich
peasants, counter-revolutionaries, bad elements and
Rightists who had not really'turned over a new 1eaf,
"oppose the dictatorship exercised over them by the
broad masses of revolutionary people headed by the
proletariat and they are trying to bombard our headquarters of the proletarian revolution. Can we tolerate
these actions? No, we must smash the plots of these
ghosts and monsters, we must see through them, we
must not let their schemes succeed."
Those ghosts and monsters who attempt to bombard our headquarters of the proletarian revolution
are only a handful of people, but they can sometimes
deceive some good people who do not know the true
facts. As soon as we use the monster deteetor of Mao
Tse-tung's thought on them, their true features will
be exposed and they will be encircled by the broad
masses who ardently love the Party and Chairman
Mao.

The aim of the great proletarian cultural revolution is absolutely not to struggle against a1l leading
cadres, nor struggle against the masses. It is certainly
impermissible to use any pretext, in any form, to attack revolutionary activists or incite the masses to
'struggle against the masses.

In the mass movement of the great proletarian
cultural revolution, there will be different views among
the masses and sometimes even sharp contention. The
different views and contention among the masses, induding wrong opinions, should be appropriately handied in accordance with Chairman Mao's principle of
the cprrect handling of contradictions €rmong the
people.

The "Decision of the Central Committee of the
Chinese Communist Party Concerning the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution" says:

'.A strict distinction must be made between the
two different types of contradictions: those among the
people and those between ourselves and the enemy.
Contradictions among the people must not be ,made
into contradictions between ourselves and the enemy;
nor must contradictions between ourselves and the
enemy be regarded as those among the people.
"It is normal for the masses to hold different views.
Contention between different views is unavoidable,
necessary and beneficial. In the eourse of normal and
full debate, the masses will affirm what is iight, correct what is wrong and gradually reach unanimity.
"The method to be used in debates is to present the
facts, reason things out, and persuade through reason-

ing. Any method
September 23,

of forcing a minority holding dif-
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ferent views to submit is impermissible. The minority
should be protected, because sometimes the truth is
with the minorit;r. Even if the minority is wrong, they
should still be allowed to argue their case and reserve
their views."
Every one of our revolutionary comrades should seriously and thoroughly carry out the above-mentioned
decision which was formulated under the personal
guidance

of Chairman

Mao.

The great proletarian cultural revolution is a great
revolution that touches people to their very souls. This
great revolutionary movement of a mass character
inevitably concerns all kinds of questions existing in
the innermost souls of the people. This movement is a
great socialist education to the broad masses of our
cadres and masses. It is an extremely good thing, a
thing of profound and far-reaching significance to
destroy the old ideas, culture, customs and habits and
to establish new ideas, culture, customs and habits and
to have the revolutionary spirit prevail quickly
throughout the country. All the revolutionary comrades
should enthusiastically welcome and resolutely support
it; they should consciously temper themselves in the
flames of the revolution, and following the teachings of
Chairman Mao, persevere in the truth and correct
mistakes, and their attitude towards the criticism of
the masses should be one of "correcting mistakes if you
have eommitted them, and guarding against them if
you have not."
As to the movement as a whole, we must grasp the
prineipal contradictions and main targets, and correcUy
handle the relations between the principal and the
ordiaary contradictions. People who have ordinar5l
sfu6r6somings and rnistakes in their st5rle of work should
consciously cprrect them in the course of this great
cultural revolutionar5r movement and they should not
be taken as the main targets of the movement. Questions
of this type should be solved by using the method
of corectly handling contradictions among the people.
It is necessary to persuade and educate and to guard
against over-simplification and being crude, not to use
the method of handling contradictions between us and
the enemy where questions of ordinary shortcomings
and mistakes in style of work are concerned, and not
to treat this kind of question as the main target of
struggle in the movement, in order to avoid interfering
with the main orientation of our struggle.
The great proletarian cultural revolution is a great,
torrential class struggle. This struggle is sharp, complicated, and there will be twists and turns and reversals. We must be fully aware of this. As long as we hold
fast to the main orientation of the movement, use
the viewpoint of class struggle and the method of class
analysis to treat all the kinds of problems and contradictions that crop up in the movement, and sum up
our experience from time to time we will certainly
make this great re'irolutionary struggle advance triumphantly step by step.
("Hongqi" editorial, No. 72, 7966.)
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Solute ond Leorn From the Workers,
Peqsonts ond Soldiers
S far back as the early period of the War of Resis-

/I r tance Against Japan, Comrade Mao Tse-tung
pointed out ". . . the workers and peasants as the
basic revolutionary forces and the workers as the class
which leads the revolution. It is impossible to accomplish the anti-imperialist and anti-feudal democratic
revolution without these basic revolutionary forces and

without the leadership of the working class."
Without the leadership of the working class and
without the basic revolutionary forces of the workers
and peasants, it is likewise impossible to carry forward
the socialist revolution and socialist construction, and
it is also impossible to carry on the great proletarian
cultural revolution.
Under the leadership of Comrade Mao Tse-tung
and the Chinese Communist Party, the Ctinese working cless, poor and lower-middle peasants, and tJle People's Liberation Army made up of their sons and
daughters, have always been the main force of the revolution and construction in our country. They have
waged bitter and protracted struggles against powerful
enemies at home and abroad. It is they who overthrew
the three great mountains which weighed on the backs of
the Chinese people - imperialism, feudalism and
bureaucrat-capitalism. It is they who created our proletarian state, the people's state. It is by relying on the
hard-working hands of the broad masses of workers,
peasants and soldiers, on their courage and wisdom,
that our once poor and blank country, this large, once
despised and backward eastern country, has transformed its old features, that new miracles have been
wrought, so that within a short historical period it has
become an impregnable proletarian state standing high
in the world.
The broad masses of workers,. peasants and soldiers
have performed deeds of imperishable merit in the
great cause of the revolution and construction of our
country. We salute the workers, peasants and soldiers !
In the great proletarian cultural revolution, the
tasks shouldered by the working class and poor and
lower-middle peasants in our country are both glorious
and heavy. In response to the call of Comrade Mao
Tse-tung and the Communist Party's Central Committee, they are taking hold of the revolution with one
hand and production with the other. On the one hand
they must battle the handful of persons within the
Party who are in authority and are taking the capitalist road, sweep away all ghosts and monsters and carry
2/t

out the revol.utionary movement well in their

own

units; on the other hand they must stand firm at their
posts and work hard to do a good job in industrial and
agricultural production.
The further advance of industrial and agricultural
production is closely related to the triumphant advance
of the great proletarian cultural revolution. The bigger
the upsurge of the cultural revolution grows and the
deeper the class struggle goes, the greater is the need
to act in accordance with the stipulations of the 16point decision of the Central Committee of the Chinese
Communist Party eoncerning the great proletarian cultural revolution, to take firm hold of the revolution and
promote production.

This is the fbst year of the Third Five-Year
Plan- Ihe situation is excellent in both industrial and
agricultural production; a bumper auiumn harvest is
certain, and it is entirely feasible to achieve considerable output increases in both industry and agriculture.
This demands that, in the few months before the end
of the year, all those in industry, agriculture, transport
and communications, Jinance and commerce, in the service trades and other trades and professions strive hard
and tenaciously to overfulfil the tasks assigned by the

Party and state.
Production must not be interrupted. The cultural
revolution in factories and rural areas should be carried
out in connection with their original arrangements for
the "four clean-ups" movement.* In the rural areas,
the movement may be temporarily suspended during
the busy period of the autumn harvest. It is not
necessary tor the Red Guards and revolutionary
teachers and students from universitieq colleges and
middle schools to go to factories and rural areas to
exchange revolutionary experience and interfere with
the amangements there. The workers and poor and
lower-middle peasants are fully capable of handling
the revolutionary movement in their own units well.
It should be pointed out at the same time that the workers, people's commune members and functionaries of
government departments and enterprises cannot have
vacations like the students at universities, colleges and
middle schools and they should not go to other parts
of the country to exchange revolutionary experience
x

The socialist education movemer:t to clean things up

in the fields of
economy,
- ?r.

politics,

ideology, organization and
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either. The broad masses of workers and peasantS
should channel into productive labour the revolutionary enthusiasm which has surged up in the course of
the cultural revolution and "four clean-ups" movement,
so as to achieve greater, faster, better and more
economical results in all fields of work.
This is what rnany industrial and mining enterprises and rural people's communes have done. They
have done very r,vell and achieved excellent resuits. The
Ievel of class consciousness of the worker and peasant
masses in these places has risen greatly and their
enthusiasm in production has never been so high. The

rate of attendance at work has risen, output has inereased, and quality improved. A11 industrial and min-

ing enterprises and rural people's communes throughout the country should work hard to emulate these
advanced units.
The cadres and fighters

of the People's Liberation
Army should stand firm at their fighting posts, vigorously give prominence to politics, carry forward the
"three-eight" working style,* and strengthen political
and miliiary training. They should maintain a state
of high vigilance and combat-readiness so as to be prepared at all times to meet head on and smash any
sudden attack that might'be launched by U.S. imperialism and its accomplices.
In protracLed revolutionary struggles, the broad
masses of workers, peasants and soldiers of our country
have created a flesh-and-blood relationship with the
Party and their hearts are Linked with the heart of
Chairman Mao. They love Chairman Mao most
ardently, like nothing better than to read his books
and follow his teachings most willingly. They do what
Chairman NIao tells them. In the three great revolu+ The "three-eight" working style (which in Chinese
is written in three phrases and eight additional characters)
means firm, correct political orientation; a plein, trardworking style; flexibility in stratery and tactics; and unit5r,
?r.
alertness, earnestness and liveliness.

-

tionary movements of class struggle, the struggle for
production and scientific experiment and in the movement of the great proletarian cultural revolution, they

will raise still higher the great red banner of Mao
Tse-iung's thought, do still better in their creative study
and application of Chairman Mao's works, always and
everywhere play an exemplary and vanguard role and
make still greater contributions in the construction and
defence of our great socialist motherland and in support
of the revolutionary struggles of the world's peoples.
Comrade Mao Tse-tung has said: "There are many
things w-hich cannot be learned from books alone; one
must learn from those engaged in production, from the

workers, from the poor and lower-middle peasants."
He also gave us the call: "The people of the whole
country should learn from the Liberation Army."
These instructions of Comrade Mao Tse-tung's are
of great importance to the Red Guards and revolutionary students in universities, colleges and middle
schools.

In the great

proletarian cultural revolution, the

Red Guards and revolutionary students should take the
u'orkers, peasants and soldiers as their examples and
learn from them modestly. The-v should learn from

their way of working hard and diiigently, learn from
the simplicity and modesty of their style of work,
learn from their revolutronary quality of being relentIess towards the enemy and kind to comrades, learn
from their high sense of organization and discipline,
learn from their revolutionary spirit of upholding the
truth. correcting mistakes and daring to make selfcrificism.
We must temper ourselves

in the great storms and

\^raves of the struggles of the cultural revolution to
become good soldiers and good pupils of Chairman Mao
and become worthy successors to the proletarian rev-

olutionary cause, who are always loyal to Chairman
Mao, to Mao Tse-tungis thought, to the Party and to
the people.
("Renmin Ribao" editorial, September 75.)

Heroic Chinese People's Air Force
Funishes lntruding U. S. Aircroft
The Ministry of Notionol Defence lodged the strongest protest ogqinst U.S. imperiolism's frontis oct of wor prouocotion ond worned the U.S. oggressors: The Chinese people who ore ormed with Moo Tse-tung's thought feor no wor threots of ony
kind. We ore in full bottle orroy. lf you must hove o test of strength, then come on!
The iron fists of the 700 million Chinese people'uill definitely crush oll oggressors to
pulp.

rf-lWo U.S. inrperialist F-105 fighter planes brazenly
I intruded into China's territorial air space over the
Tunghing Multi-National Autonomous County of the
Kwangsi Chuang Autonomous Region on the morning of
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and wantonly strafed Chinese villages and
coffrrnune members who were working there. Aircraft
of the Chinese People's Air Force immedi'ately took off
to intercept the enemy planes and damaged one of them.

Srytember

I

'E

threats of any kind. We are in fultr battle array. If
you must have-a test of strertgth, then come on! The
iron fists of the 700 million Chinese people v'ill definitely cr'ush all aggressors to pulp.
Renmin E'iboo on September 1? carried an article

by its Commentator entitled "If You Come; We Will
Fight and Will Certainly Not F.ull Our Punches." The
ariicle points out: "These two war provocations by IJ-S.
imperialism took place soon after it bombed and strafed
Chinese smali cargo vessels on the high seas in the Bac
Bo Gulf. Within only two weeks the Johnson Administration has brazenly launehed repeated and wild air
attacks on the Chinese people. Tl:ris can onl5z arouse
the ?00 million Chinese people's greatest indignation.
On Sestember 5, atr 03:00 hours; U.S, irnperia'Ilsf, pir**e arircraft intruded into the air space over China's bortler area -

of Friendship Pass of Krtr'angsi anG droppeil a
number of bombs" This is the shell of a U.s. ir retiatis*
dispenser bomb whieh fell on Lunghuaitun Village in Chra=
feng Commune. The inset at the top right- shows tte
markings on the shell. They' read: "Mfg: Aenojet- General Corp" U.S.," 'U.S. Air Force," ."Serial Nol' eto.
southwest

"The intruding U.S- air pirates on September 9
suffered a telling blow from the Chinese People's Air
Force: One U.S. plane was damaged and the enemy
airsraft fled in confusion. WelI done! If the U.S.
aggressor bandits dare to come, we wiII certainly hit
.

them mercilessl5i.

A Chinese Ministry of National Defence spokesman
indignantly condemned this frantic act of war provocation by U.S. imperialism and lodged the strongest
protest against it.
Immediately after intruding irrto China's territorial

aif

space over the Tunghing Multi-Nationaf Autonomous

County of Kwangsi at 09:10 hours on September 9, the
two U.S. planes wildly strafed the ground and fired
a nurnber of rockets, wounding three commune mertbers,
kilting a draught ox and damaging two rooms. Aircraft
of the Chinese, Peop1e's Air Force promptly took off and
intercepted the enem5r planes and irnmediatetry damaged
one of them. Finding the situation not to their liking,
the enemy aircraft, in a panic, jettisoned an auxiliary
fuet tank and the remaining rockets they had not had

time to fire and fled in confusion.
Previously, at 03:00 hours on September 5, U.S.
pirate aircraft intruded into the air space over China's
border area southwest of Friendship Pass and dropped

a numkr of

bombs.

The spokesman of the Chinese Ministry of National
Defence pointed out: It is by no means accidental that
U.S. imperialism is so recklessly and repeatedly intruding into our territorial air space and carrying out wanion
bombing and strafing. It is another serious war provocation by U.S. imperialism against the Chinese peopie at a time when it is speeding up the expansion of

"Ttlere are increasing indications that U.S. imperialism is bent on its policy of extending its war adventure.
We are bent on our policy, too. The great proletarian

cultural revolution now under way in our country is
the biggest and best preparation in case of rvar. Listen,
U.S. bandits! If you come, we will fight- We will certainly not pull our punches. Whether you come by air,
sea or l,and. we will certainly break your back and' rn'ipe
out all invading bandits resolutely, thoroughly, totally
and c.ompletely.
"We sterrrly warn ttre Johnson Administration: The
Chinese people will never forgive you; your debts must
be repaid!"
Chinese People's Air Force Domoges
Another U.S. Plone

At about 09:00 hours on September 1? a U.S. imperialist military plane intruded into China's air space
over the area of Lungchow and Chungtso in the Kwangsi
Chuang Autonomous Region for reconnaissance and
provocation. Aircraft of the Chinese People's Air Force

war in Vietnam. It inevitably arouses
and serious vigilance among tle
indignation
extreme
people.
We sternly warn the U.S. ag.
entire Chinese
g'ressors: The heroic Chinese people who are armed
.*,ith the great thought of Mao Tse-tung f,ear no war

its

ZO

aggressive
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Left: On September 9 at 09:10 hours two U.S. lmperlalist F-105 fighter planes intrudett into China's air space orer
the Tunghing Multi-Netional Autonomous County oI Kwangsi and strafed commune members who rvere n'orking there' r{.ircraft of the Chinese People's Air Force immediately took off to intercept them aud damaged one
enemy plane. These are the remaias oI the auxiliary fuel tank and rocket mount jettlsoned by the enemt aircraft s'hetr they fled in confusion. The inset at the bottom lef{ shirws the markings on the U.S. aircraft's auxiIiary fuel tank s'hich was manufaclured by 'Tletcher Aviatiou," They read: "U.S. Property," .'Capaciiy: 650 U.S.
Gal.," 'Weight EEI*y-3Z:t lbs-' ..Serial No-,, etc.
Right: On Seplembcr 9, U,S. rircraft inlruding into China's air space over the Tunghing Multi-Naticnal Autonomous Counly of Ke'angsi fleil in confusion after one of them was damaged by aircraft of the Chitlese Pmple's
Air Force. These are the remrins of the roekets jettisoned by the u.s. aircraft.

promptly took off to intercept it. The enemy plane was
damaged and fled southward in confusion.
A sp<ikesrnan of the Chinese Ministry of National
Defence has lodged a strong protest against this latest
crirne by a U.S. imperialist military plane in intruding
into China's air space. He pointed out: The recent
repeated intrusions by U.S. rniiitary aircraft into China's

territorial air for war provocations have aroused the
biiundless indignation of the Chinese people. The Chinese people, who have a high revolutionary vigilance,
will never ailow the U.S. pirates to make such unscrupulous intrusions. trVe seriously warn the U.S. aggressors: You shall be punished for your crimes against the
Chinese people. If ;'cu dare to invade, rve shali resoluteIy w'ipe you out.

Wx'${d

JIEFANCJUN

BAO

Dsre to Struggle Gffid Be Good

At Struggle
Commemorotion of the 20th Anniversory of the Publicqtion of
- ln
Choirmon Moots Article "Concentrote o Superior Force to Destroy the
Enemy Forces

TfIWENTY years ago, rvhen the Chinese People's War
I of Liberation had just begun, our 'great leader
Chairman Mao, after. advancing his wise thesis that
imperialism.and all r:eactionaries are paper tigers, wrote
the briiliant article "Concentrate a Superior Force to
Destroy the Enemy Forces One by Qnq." ,This brilliant
article of Chairman Mao's sums up the rich experience
.
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One by One"

of the people's revolutionary war waged under the
leadership of our Party and puts forth the basic principies of fleld operations in order to win victory in the
litieration war.
Chairrnan Mao's thesis that a1l reactionaries are
paper tigers and his principle of concenti:ating a
t,,

superior force to destroy the enemy forces one by one

constitute a great development with genius of the
Marxist-Leninist theory of strategy and tactics. It has
armed the entire Party, the entire army and the '"vhole
nation, greatly heightened our revolutionary determination in daring to struggle and to win, enabled us to
master the basic methods of overcoming the enemy
and led us to the great victory of the Chinese revolution. It has now become a mighty ideological weapon
for the revolutionary people all over the world in opposing imperialism, modern revisionism and the reactionaries of all countries.
Chairman Mao has taught us that we must 61s-spise
the enemy strategically but, tactically, take the enemy
seriously.

To despise the enemy strategically means that,
with regard to the whole, one must view the enemy
as in fact a paper tiger, dare to wage a tit-for-tat struggle against him and be confident of overcoming him.
OnIy then can one speak of making revolution.

To take the enemy seriously tactically means that,

with regard to each specific problem, one must.

be

prudent, carefully study and perfect the art of striiggle
and be gocd at struggling against the enemy'. Only
then rvill one be able to rvin victory.
"Concentrate a superior force to destroy the enemy

forces one by one" is a concentrated expression of
Chairman Mao's concept of "tactically taking the enemy
seriously."

Chairman Mao points out that, in every batile, it
is necessary to concentrate an absolutely superior force
(two, three, four ancl sometimes even five or six times
the enemy's strength), encircle the enemy forces completely, strive to wipe them out thoroughly and not 1et
aily escape from the net.

Chairman IVIao has ahvays stressed that injuring
all ten of a man's fingers is not as effective as chopiping
off one, and routing ten enemy divisions is not as effective as annihilating one of them. He has also said
that a meal has to be eaten mouthful by mou-thful, a
war has to be fought battle by battle and the enemy
has to be wiped out part by part and that this is known
as a piecemeal solution. In order to attain the aim of
destroying the enemy forces one by one, it is necessary
to use our forces in a concentrated way instead of dividing them equally. Thus, a revolutionary people rvho
are for the time being in an inferior position strategically will be able tc obtain absolute superiority in each
part, each specific carnpalgn and each speciflc battle and
win one victory, afber anoth€r.: 1{s time" goes on; {t[e
revolutionary people will be able to gain superiority
strategically, with regard to the whole, untiL all the
enemy forces are annihilated.
28

Piecemeal annihilation of the enemy by concentrated forces is our fundamental method of conquering
the enemy and winning victories, and it is a general
principle of Marxism-Leninism guiding the revolutionary struggle as a whole. It has been proved in practice
that we must adopt this method no matter whether we
are conducting military or political struggles, whether
we are engaged in revolution or in construction,
whether we are dealing with the enemy or with work
and difficulties. Putting this method into practice will
ensure victory. Acting contrary to it will lead to failure.
When we are engaged in any kind of struggle or
work, or are dealing with the enemy or a difficulty,
we must despise them strategically and dare to "pit one
against ten," but tactically, we must take them seriously
and "pit ten against one." In dealing with each specific
problem, we must, as Chairman Mao teaches us, conduct
investigations and research, make full preparations and
fight no battle unprepared and fight no battle we are
not sure of winning. It is necessary to concentrate
forces and lay stress on the solving of one or two major
issues at a time and have a firm hold on them until they
are thoroughly solved. It is necessary to give full play
to our style of fighting
- courage and tenacity, no fear
of sacrifice, no fear of fatigue, and continuous fighting.
We must take into account every contingency, preBare

for the worst and strive for the best. In this way we
wiII be in an active and impregnable position in all
circumstances, and we will be invincible.
At present, at home, we are vigorously undertaking
the great proletarian cultural revolution, opening fierce
fire on those persons in power who are taking the
capitalist road and all ghosts and monsters. Internationally, the Chinese people, together with the revolutionary people the rvorld over, are eonducting a serious
struggle against U.S. imperialism and its accomplices.
The brilliant ideas of Chairman Mao that imperialism
and aIl reactionaries are paper tigers and "concentrate
a superior force to destroy the enemy forces one by one"
are of very great strategic and practical significance
guiding us to victory in the acute and complicated class
struggles at home and abroad.
Under the brilliant illumination of the invincible
thought of Mao Tse-tung, the Chinese people and the
revolutionary people of all countries are integrating
revolutionary courage with revolutionary wisdom and
integrating a resolute and thoroughgoing revoiutionary
spirit with an art of struggle that is both flexible and
skilful. In this way, they are sure to defeat imperialism, modern revisionism, the reactionaries of all countries and all ghosts and monsters.
("JieJangjun Bao" lLiberation Armg
Dai,laT edi.torial, September 7?.)
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firmy and a People Eguippcd With Ghairman ilao's
Thinking 0n People's'Har

lre

Invincible

men snd militiomen study "Long Live the Victory
- P.L.A.
Of People's Wqr!" in conjunction with wsr preporedness
OMRADE LIN PIAO published his article "Long Live
l^
\-r the Victory of People's War!" on September 3 last
year in commerrroration of the 20th anniversary of victory
in the Chinese People's War of Resistance Against Japan.
The article, in the most systematic, the most profound
and most comprehensive manner, outlined Mao Tse'
tung's thinking on people's war; it was an example in

creatively expounding thiS theory. In the year since
then, as the commanders and fighters of the Chinese
People's Liberation Army studied and applied Chaii:man
Mao's works in a creative way, they have given special
stress on studying this theory and Comrade Lin Piao's
article. They have resolutely imptremented Chairman
Mao's and Party Central Committee's strategic principles and strengthened their preparedness for an antiaggression war. They also actively helped militiamen
in every part of the country to study the theory while
vigorousJy propagating it among the masses of the people. As a result, the political consciousness of the militiamen and the masses was raised to an unprecedentedly
high level, their ideological preparedness for a war
against aggression was strengthened steadily, and they
understood that, once the people get organized and arm
themselves, dare to struggle and dare to win, they will
drown any enemy intruder in the ocean of people's war.

the Theory in Conjunction
With Wor Preporedness
In the past year. many P.LA. umts have held training classes and study classes r*,here theb comrnanders
and fighters systematically and thoroughly studied
Chairrrran Mao's thinking on people s war in conjunction with war preparedness. In addition, many
have set up short-term study courses for leading cadres
of regimental rank and above who were relieved of
their duties for the duration of their study. Here they
gained a still. better understanding of the essence and
strategic and tactical principles of people's war, estabIished still more firrnly the thought of serving thb Chinese people and the people of the world and of always
standing in the forefront of the struggle against U.S.
imperialist aggression.
Through these studies, the P.L.A. commanders and
fighters came to the profound realization that Chair.man
Maols thinking. on people's war represents MarxismLeninisrn at its highest level; it is the magic weapon
of the proletarian revolution, the most powerful ideological weapon for the Chinese people and the people
of the world to defeat U.S. imperialism and al1 reactionaries. In the past, we defeated reactionaries in our
P.L.A. Men Study
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country and from abroad by people's war; in the future,
together with the world's people, we will thoroughly
bury U.S. imperialisrn with people's war.
In their studies, the P.L.A. commanders and fighters
put great emphasis on Chairman Mao's expositions on
the situation of the world revolution and our tasks, in
order to foster the idea of serving the people of the
whole country and the r,vhole world. Members of a
study group in one unit, in their discussions, came
to this unanimous conclusion: We must never forget
that there are millions upon rnillions of labouring people in the world who have not yet been emancipated.
In accordance with Chairman Mao's teachings, we must
consciously shoulder the glorious task of aiding the
revolution of the world's people. Cadres of an artillery
u-hit stationed in Nanking said in their discussions: Just
as'we regarded the Liberated Areas as the base for
the liberation of the whole nation in the past, so today
we should regard China as the base area for the world
revolution. We should courageously shoulder the weighty task of aiding the world revolution.
Through their studies, the P.L.A. commanders and
fighters further saw through the nature of U.S. imperialism: they became fu1l1' prepared ideologically to
deal s-ith the rsar rvhich U.S. imperialism and its accomplices may launch at an early date, on a large scale, with
nuclear or other weapons, and on several fronts. Cadres
of a training class in one unit held the unanimous view:
At present, U.S. imperiaUsm has shifted the focus of
its global strategy to Asia and is directing its spearhead
against China; it is preparing to spread the {Iames of
its aggressive war against Vietnam to the whole of
Indo-China and to our country. Modern revisionism
and the reactionaries of various countries, too, are active-

ly acting in co-ordination with U.S. imperialism, vainly
attempting to set up a counter-revolutionary encirclement around China. Under such circrxnstances, we
must be prepared for the gravest eventualities, and
put our work on the footing of being ready to fight.
The P.L.A. men, following Chairman Mao's teachings, obtained a deeper understanding of the thesis of
man as the decisive factor, and firmly bore in mind the
idea of relying on the people to wage people's war.
Comrades of the third company of one unit said in a
discussion: "To fight a battle depends not only on the
armed forces, but on the millions of the masses who
uphold revolution. Backed b5z them; we,:are invincible."

',

The P.L.A. cadres and fighters also seriously studied

the four phrases from Chairman Mao: You fight in
your way, and we fight.in ours; we fight when we
29

Tcan \,vin, and move away rvhen we ean't- Grasping the
essence of these phrases, they firrnly established the

idea to fight battles of annihilation. They unanimously
agreed that these words of Chairman Mao's are the
masterly and highly ineisive erystallization of the strategy and tactics of people's war and an important devei-

opment

of the military thesis of
fully

Marxisrn-Leninism.

with the law of people's rvar.
They are the powerful weapon for the Chinese peopie
and the world's people to win victcry in revolutionary
These u,ords

aecord

wars.

An lron Bostien
Since Septemb,er last year, many army units built
up coaching stations to help the militia learn Chairman
Mao's thinking on peoplds war. Some of them sent
cadres out to coach or help train coaches for the militia
Every Mon

o Soldier

-

itself.

trn organizing the rnilitia to study the irnportance
of holding fast to their guna figh,ters of a P.L.A. unit
in Szechuan Province, together wilh the militiamen, talked a great deal about the suffering resulting fron-r having

nc guns in the past, the, history of their struggle for guns,
and the happiness in having guns. One after another,
the militiamen expressed their determination to always
remember their class hatred, hold their guns tight, guard
the people's state power and always be revolutionary.
Many army units stationed in Peking, Kwangchou (Canton), Tsinan, Shenyang. Kunming and Wuhan invited
veterans
cadres, Red Guards and militiamen
- to teII
stories of- armed strrrggle during the time of revolution-

ary wars. making everyone understaod better that

Chairman Mao's thinking on people''s war is the most
effective ialisman in defeating the U.S. imperialists and
their stooges. Onee everybody becomes a soldier, there
is an iron bastion which no force can destroy.

Study Chairman Mso's Works and Follow His Teachings

rwitl

Fisht Thrroughout My Life for
The Proletorisn Revolution
by WANG CIIIN-EISI

. Taching people are people armed raith Mao Tsetung's thought, and Wang Ch'in-hsi, nationally khoun
as the "Man of lron," glorinuslg person'ifies them.
This ueteran oil worker has giuen outstanding seruice
'to
the countrg in the battle to open up the Taching
Oilfield. It utqs he who led, the team that, drilled
Tachi,ng's first produeing tuelt in 1960. Today h'e is a
tsice-d.irectar of the drill'ing departntent in the oilJietd'
Taching is a model cf a social'i,st enterprise run in
line usith Mao Tse-tung's thougltt; it is a red banner
on Chi,ncfs industrial front, lt has plaged a tnajor role
itt, the growth of our petroleum industry and i.n makircg Chi.na basictllg sel!-sufficient in oil products.
Belou, Wang Chin-hsi d,eseribes his wark in Taching.
Ed.

-

rFHE victory of the Taehing Oilfield is a vietory of
I Chairman Mao's thought and of the Party's general line for building socialism. It is also the result of
learning in a big way frcm the People's Liberation
Army and of support from fraternal units aII over the
eountry. I did my bit for the Party in the battle to
open up the Taching Oilfield, b'ut I owe all that I
achieved to the Party's training, Chairrnan Mao's teachings and the help given by the masses.
Show Whot Our Pcrty cnd Feople Ccn Do
Before liberation, I had been a poor cornherd and
Iater on slaved a deca-de and more in Yumen. I had
never left that place. In the early days of liberation,
30

the level of my political consciousness was rather low;
like a frog in a well that sees only a small patch cf
the sky, I couldn't see very far politically. What I
wanted was no more than an assured livelihood and to
work conscientiously for the Party. After being
educated and trained by the Party, I was accepted as
a member of the Chinese Communist Party. It was
the education given me by the Party and Chairman
Mao that step by step raised my level of class consciousness and enabled me to do some work for the
Party. But the Party gave me quite a big honour. I
attended the conference of }abour heroes of Kansu
Province and the national conference of outstanding
workers, visited many places in the country and learnt
much from these tours. My mind was broadened out
and I got a wider knowledge of international and
domestic a{fairs.
Imrnediately after liberation, I had thought the
Yumen Oilfi€ld and its oil or.rtput fairiXr big, so, later,
when I heard that the imperialists had described China
as an "oil-poor" country, I was greatly angered. Was
it like1y that oil could be found only in their lands,
and.that a vast eountry }ike ours didn't have oii? I
didn't think so. They also said we were "stupid." I
didn't beiieve that either! Could it be possibie that
only the imperialists were elever? Under the guidance of the Communist Part;v and Chairman Mao, the
Chinese working class has stood up and proved that it
is most intelligent. Chairman Mao has taught us to
Peking Re'-*iew, No.
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Back in the Yumen Oilfield to complete my worli
there, I heard that the revisionists along with the imperialists wanted to bridle us with oil and force us to
haul down the revolutionary red banner. Could we do
that? Certain-ly not! With Chairman Mao's thought

Wang Chin-hsi

build a powerful China by our oivn efforts. However,
getting angry doesn't solve anything. What we had to
do lvas to find more big oilfields, quickly drill more
highly productive v,'elIs and show the imperialists our
strength

!

in Peking torn,ards
the end of 1959, I saw some buses with big bags tied
to their roofs, I asked: "What are those?" I rl,as told
that because there v;as not sufficient gasoline some of
these buses ran on the gas contained in the bags. I
felt sorry and much u'orried. Horv could such a big
country as ours be rvithout enough gasoline to run its
buses? I am an oil worker- The country faced such
a diffieulty as lack of oil, how could I dare to ask this
question? I did not ask any more! At intervals of
the meeting, I sat quiet and unhappy in a corner. I
found it hard to restrain my anger. As an oil worker,
couid I just sit around seeing how the imperialists
laughed at us and do nothing?
During that same conference, I heard that rve had
discovered a big new oiifield. This made me jump for
joy. I went straight to the Ministry of Petroleurn Industl'y and asked for a transfer. I wanted to get to
Taching as quick as I could and get that oil pouring
out! We would show the imperialists how China could
throw that label of "oil-poor" into the Pacificl Chairman Mao said: "Norv the Chinese people who comprise one-fourth of humanity have stood up." Having
stood up; the Chinese people are indomitable fearing
neither the forces of heaven nor of earth, nor ghosts
and monsters. We had to open up a rea11y big oilfield
and show what our Party and people cou-ld do!
While attending a conference

as our guide, we would build that new oilfield in
next to no tirne. This would show our Party's glory
and testify to the strength of the Chinese people.
Our whole team, 33 men in all, immediately set
or:t for Taching. On the train rn'e studied "Serve the
People" and "The Foolish Old Man \Yleo Removed the
&Iountains," two of Chairman Mao's rvorks. and then
discussed r,vhy we were going to take pait in the baitle.
One comrade said: "To drill wells and get oil!" I
said: "You are righi but not compietely rigi:t." I
ccntinued that we lvere going to make revoluticn. Impcrialism and revisionism used oil to bridle u-". hcw
d.iificult things would be for our counirlr if it did not
ha,re enough oil! We must open up this big oilfield,
ihr:ow away the label of backwardness in oil ploduetion, and put forth the ef{ort to show rnhat the Chinese
people can do in this matter,
Deep in my heart I feit this: I u'as a driiler of
oil rvells; I know that without pressure a driLl could
not penetrate a stratum even as soft as bean-cut'd. It
u,as underground pressure that forced the oil up the
v€Il. Ilniess he was pressed a man might not be able
td db a good job. - With pressure on us, our work
r,vould be up to a high level and standard, able to
stand the scrutiny of later generations.
This pressure was something that our Chinese
r.;crking class consciously brought to bear on itself of
its ou,n free rvill. A revolutionar-v- must have a serrse
of responsibiiitl'; of being responsible to the Party, the
state. to al-l future generations and the w-orking people
ci tee n-oild- So, pressure \rras necessary. The state
feit tbe pressure of a lack of oil; v'e should conscicusly
share the *'eight of that pressure. Ordinary pressure
lvas not enough; what was needed was a high pressure
of a hundred or a thousand tons.

Feoring Neither Dlfficulty Nor Hordship
In Taching the work had only just started and
there was nct sufficient hcusing yet for all the nera'comers. We spent our first night in an old stable ',vith
r,,al1s only on three sides. Wind whirled in from ail
directions. We alt crowded together and slept leaning
up againsi each others' backs. Life was hard there at
that time, more than ordinarily hard. With this in
mind, we studied Chairman N1ao's in'orks. Chairman
Ma.o had told us: "The Chinese revolution is great,
but the road after the revolution rvill be longer, the
work greater and more arduous." Oil wells must be
drilled in the fields. A smali number of us vrould
have to face some hardships but that was the price of
happiness for the majority of our people and for
our ciescendants the greatest happiness for us oil
wprkers.

-

To fear or not to fear hardships is a question of
whether or not one wants to carry on the revolution'
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fin comfort and fear of hardships is the
start of the slippery slope to degeneration. It is not
so difficult to rn in a few sharp battles. But if you
want to tackle hard jobs throughout your life, you
must constantly study Chairman Mao's works and remould your ideology.
While waiting for our drilling equipment to arrive
we made use of the time learning whatever we could
about the geology of the place and drilling speeds. At
the same time I organized my whole team to study
Chairman Mao's v,rorks "On Practice" and "On Contradiction." We figured things out this way: we rvould
certainly come up against all sorts of difficulties and
contradictions in opening up this big oilfield, but the
biggest contradiction of all was the 1ag in the supply
of oil compared to the nation's needs. As long as this
remained, the imperialists and modern revisionists
would make use of this lag to try to bridle and blockade us. So we looked on the drilling site as a battlefield against imperialism and revisionisrn. Every job
became a place to fight for the honour of the Party,
the state, the people. To drill more wells and get
more oil, we would scale a "mountain of swords" and
jump into a "sea of flames." As long as it is for the
cause of the Party we will not hesitate to sacrifice our

Indulgence

lives.

Our drilling rig arrived at the raihval- station. but
rvith so many teams rrorking, there were not enough
cranes and tractors to move it. Should we wait or
press ahead? We called a meeting of the Party branch
right away. Then we organized the team to study
"The Foolish Old Man Who Removed the Mountains"
and discuss what to do. My work mates said: "We
can't wait for the revolution. If the necessary conditions exist, we go ahead. But if they are lacking, we
will create them ourselves. If need be we'll pull and
carry the rig to the drilling site." Using ropes and
crowbars and working as vigorously as young tigers,
we moved the rig, scores of tons altogether, inch by
inch and step by step to the site and set it up by
hand.

Water is needed for drilling, but the pipeline u'as
not yet laid and neither r,vas there any tank truck.
What should we do? We decided to get our drill going
even if we had to carry the water in our wash basins.
One chap said: "Have you ever heard of a country
drilling wells with water carried in wash basins?" I
replied: "Yes! Ours! We must start drilling even if
we have to collect urine to do it rn,ith." In fact, using
barrels, pails and basins we carried 100 tons of ',vater
to get the drilling going.
Soon, however, we reached a level where the drill
mud'began to seep away. We decided that we would
go on drilling and pumping in more mud to make up
for the loss. When we had used up the water in nearby
wells, we fetched more water from a frozen lake half
a kilometre away. Finally we got through the,place
where the loss of mud occurred and completed our
first rvell in a little over six days. When we saw the
gushing oil, we went wild with excitement. Atl that

),

taught me a profound lesson: In the stmggle against
nature, never give way to difficulties. They bully the
weak and yield to the strong. If you are tough-minded
about them, they wiil crumble; otherwise they will
grow harder.
For the Revolution
When the time came to dismantle the derrick there
was still no tractor available so our team set about
doin.g it all by hand. I was directlng the job u.hen
a driil pipe fell and injured my leg. I fainted r'.,ith
the shock. A comrade took a piece of his shirt off to
bandage my leg. When I came to I continued to direct
the work. After the job rvas done, my teammates
tried their best to persuade me to go to hospital. But
it was May Day and a mass meeting of 10,000 people
had been called by the oilfieid leadership. I argued:
"This is our first mass meeting. If I'm not there how
can I really know what it's all about and drill more
wells faster and better? Which is more important, m;,
ieg or the oil?" They took me to the meeting in a
cart.

At the big meeting, the leadership of the Party's
working committee in Taching Oilfield cited our work,
honoured us with red ribbons and flowers, let us ride
on horses and even asked me to give a talk. It also
caDed on ail the rrorkers and staff of the oilfield to

Iearn from me- Learn from me? All u,e did tvas
simply to drilt a well. Without the Party's leadership
and the help of all the workers and staff, horn, much
could I do? I felt uneasy about it.
At that meeting, the Party's working comrnittee
called on everyone to speed up the work of opening
up the oilfield so as to get crude oii going out to the
country by June 1. Forgetting the pain in my ieg,
that call sent me back to the team that very evening
and we discussed our next step. We summed up the
experience gained in drilling our first well and began
to think out ways of doing better on the second.
When they heard of my 1eg trouble, the oilfield
leadership showed much solicitude and insisted that I
get it treated. But how could I lie there in hospital
at such a time? I sneaked back as soon as I could
and r,r,alking with the aid of a stick directed the work
of driliing the second rveii. In a very short time we
brought that rvell in: the first producing well in Taching. By June 1, right on schedule, Taching crude
oil rvas going out to the country, to the forefront of
socialist construction.
In February 1961 when a drilling brigade was
established, I was made the leader. Soon afterwards
the leadership assigned us to work in another part of
the oilfield where the underground pressure is high
and constant vigiiance must be maintained against a

blovrout. Some were a little bit afraid of this. What
should we do? Once more we studied Chairman Mao's
rvorks and used his thought to root out "fear" bnd
estabtish the idea of daring to "break through." Chairman Maols works enhanced our confider-rce. Our bri:
gade members said: "What's there to be afraid of?
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In earrying on the Chinese revolution led by onr Party
and Chairman Mao, we relied on millet plus rifles to
bring about the new China. \trhy should we hesitate
to deal with the high-pressure formations?" After
having grasped the geological formations through investigation and studies, we adopted certain proper measures and mapped out a set of working methods. As a
result, rn e drilled scores of weils ail up to a high
standard.

Before 1962 a deviation of as much as five degrees
from the vertieal rvas allowed for an oi1 well. In 1963
the Party's lvorking committee proposed to raise the
standard
of no more than three degrees
- a deviation
The leadership of the Party's working
was allorved.
committee organized everyone in the drilling units to
study the matter. At the satne time it co-operated with
a group of technicians and veteran workers to conduct
a series of experiments and sum up experience. Improving our methods as \ve went on, we drilied wells
rx,,ith an inclination of only a little rrrore than two degrees from lhe vertical. Later on we brought this
down to only 0.5 degree. To drill. a straight tl,ell, we
must first of all have such a rtell. in our minds and
have a high sense of politicai responsibility. Unless
the idea of a straight rvell exists in a man's mind, he
will never be able to drill such a well.
Last year the Party's working committee called on
us'to reach a still higher target: 1,000 metres per drill
per day. Some brigades were afraid of trouble and
worried that this expcrirnent would reduce the total
amount of their drilling. I said: we wiil try it; u,e
lvon't be afraid of touching the tiger's backside. In
doing revolutionary work rve rnust dare to take risks.
If we ran scared before we started, how far could we
get? Our first well rvas as much as B degrees out of
true. We called a meeting and I told my comrades that
I should be held responsible for this failure and that
their duty vuas to help find the reasons. Finally, rve
summed up all we had learnt and then u,ent on to drill
six wells in a rorv all up to the new standard.
My experience in Taching over the past few years
has taught me that \r'e carl overcome any kind of difficulty as long as we follor,v Chairman Mao's teachings.
Confidence and determination are essential in
battling difficulties. We should not only see difficulties but also take into accoultt our achievements and
favourable factors. Lip-service to good resolutions
won't solve Cifficulties. What we have to learn to do
is to study them, work out rvays of dealing with'them
and carry on. A difficulty overcome is a victory, a
chance to improve our understanding, something we
have learnt to defeat other difficulties, and it enhances
our revolutionary confidence.
Alwoys ond

in Everything Grip Politics Firmly

In carrying on the revolution, we must wage struggleq against the forces of heaven and earth, the class

enemy and man's mistaken views. The team in whieh I
worked was a model one in Yumen and Taching for
seven years in a row. After the nation's economic
September 23,
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situation turned the corner, in 1963 its cadres held the
mistaken belief that the class struggle had taken a turn
for the better too and that they could focus all their
attention on drilling. This rvrong idea heavily burdened
their work. They neglected political work and paid
only cursory attention to class struggle and ideological
'"'"'ork. A number of accidents occurred and in the first
half of 1963 the team lost its "modcl" title.
The probiems cropping Lrp among the rvorkers indicated that there was something wrong among the
cadres. The leadership is responsible for what happens
in the ranks. AII our problenrs can be traced to ideological mistakes. Whatever happened in the team, tlie
brigade leader
that is me had to be heid respon- politics and ideoioglcal
sible because I- had neglected
Ieadership. I rr",ent to the team and made a selfcriticism. After a period of study the team members
enhanced their political understanding and gave prominence to politics. they got a deeper grasp of the
revolutionar;z outlook of fearing neither hardship nor
death and of working not for money or fame. The
team learnt its lessons in the first half of 1963. With
politics in command., it maintained an excellent record
in the latter half of 1963. Every rvell it drilled rvas
up to standard. h-r the next two years it rvas rated an
outstanding model team.
'-All this further taught me that or-Ie must not be
afriiii of reiiections of even the shar-pest class struggle
among the workers and staff, nor of arduous tasks or
hard iiving conditions. What one n-rus" be most afraid
of is neglect of political leadership. Politics is the soul
of a1l work and even the slightest negligence is impermissible. \Ye must not in the slightest degree neglect
class struggle: rve must struggle throughout our life and
fight through to the end.
Chair:rnan 1\{ao has told us that work is struggle.
We work and struggle so as to solve difficulties. During
the past six years I have learnt a lot in Taching: A
revolutionary has to lead a militant life, constantly
overcoming difficulties, working hard and waging
struggles. We must keep on struggiing against the
forces of heaven and earth, the class enemy and man's
mistaken views. We must struggle for ever. If we
cannot ccmp).ete the struggle, then let our later generations carry it forward until con-imunism is built.

"tllilling Ox" of the People
Thanks to the Party's teachings and the guidance
of Mao Tse-tung's thought I rvas able to do my stint
of work for the Party and the people. In the old societl', when I was six ;-ears old I held my blind father's
stick as rve begged for a living. The Yumen Oilfield
was opened in 1938 and I $'zas pressganged to work
there that same 1,-ear. I did back-breaking work for

mc*e than a decade, but couldn't even buy decent bedding. I slept on strarv and covered myself with an old
sheepskin. I net,er got on to the drilling platform or
put'my hand on to the control. lever.. After liberation

thb rule of the gang bosses was overthrown and we
poured out our bitterness during the democratic reJJ

helped make me more class conscious. It
rvas the Communist Party that saved me. I "turned
over," as we say. and became a master of the nation.

form. This

it

trained me to be an oil driller.
After I joined the Party my class consciousness
rvas further enhanced as a r:esult of constant education
by the Party. I know there are still many people in the
rvorld l*'ho are like my mother in the old soci.ety
she rvas beaten again and again by the reactionary
beaten and cursed
local officials; or like m5r father
by the landlords and sentenced-to imprisonment for
several years; or like myself, lvho begged lor a living
or jobless, was oppressed and cruelly exploiied. Communists are internationaiists. I, a Communist, drill oil
vi,ells to buitd a strong and prosperous motherland. But
my work also supports those who are seeking liberation
in revolution. In drilling wells I am carrying on the
revolution, fightil-rg the reactionaries and rvorking for
the emancipation of ali the oppressed peoples of the
Later

v.,orId.

The Party has trained

me: I am a worker; I

be-

came a team leader, a brigade leader and now a vice-

director of the drilling department of Taching Oilfield.
always think of myself as an oil driller. After I became a cadre, I stili think the same. I rvi.il always
take part in physicai labour. Chairman A,lao taught
us to be a "ri'liling ox" serving the proletar-iat and the
masses. I u-ant to rvork hard on the petroieum front
m-"- rn-hole 1ife. selr-e the Partl- and the people and aln-a-r-s being their "rvilling ox-"
\Mhat is working hard? I thought: for a Communist it means being the first to tackle the difficult
jobs and the last to think of enjoying yourself ; it means
doing more lvork and sleeping less. In the battle to
open up the oilfieid, some old leading comrades gave
me a profound education by their hard-working spirit.
They s|l held high posts and were elderly, but they all
came to Taching to get oil for the ccu.ntry and endured
the same hardships as we did. Why? Frorn Chairman
Mao's r,vritings, I got the follor.,zing sentences: "To
win countrywide victory is only the first step in a
long march of ten thousand tL. . . . The Chinese revolution is great, but the road after the revolution lvill
be longer, the work greater and more arduous." Our
revolutionary predecessors struggled hard and made
heroic sacrifices to seize state porver; this rr-as only
the first step in the long march of ten thousand Ii. In
the period of socialist revolution and constluction, they
continue to work hard for the realization of communisrn. I am a Communist too. The idea of more work
and sleep less is a low standard'for hard work. Working hard means carrying heavier burdens for the revolution, under:taking difficult w,ork in most complicated
circumstances, going aheacl no matter what the weather, fearing no saerifice under most dangerous conditions,
and taking up revolutionary work which others may
be unwilling to do or dare not do. To bring about
communism, we'Il have to work hard throughout our

I

lives.
In 1964 whi:n cur u,ork was cited by the Central
Committee of the Party, my comrades and I made an
':
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to apply the dialectical view oI
into
dividing
two."
Chairman N1[ao teaches us:
"one
"modesty helps a person to make progress lvhereas
conceit makes him iag behind." I realized that we
achieved good results in our r,vork because '*:e foliorved
the road pointed out by the Party. When we went
astray and problerns cropped up, the leadership assumed full responsibility for it. V/hen we made certain
contributions, we were honoured 'uvith citations. But
ail the successes should be credited to the Party,
Chairznan Mao and all the people of the country. I
knew that what I needed was a little notebook to record where I was stiil iagging behind. In this spirit
we made a great effort to find out where we lagged
behind and why. Most of these gaps had their origln
in o1d shortcomings and habits, rve found, and it was
against the ol.d habits that we directed our struggles.
We took both praise and criticism as forces impeiling
our advance. lVe cannot credit any achievement to
ourselves and become complacent and conceited because we are praised. Neither should we become discouraged and disgr-untled when someone criticizes us.
earnest study of how

Moo Tse-tung's Thought Source of Strength
I have learnt the profound lesscn that Chairman
Nlao's thought is the source of our strength and the
basic assuraace of victorl'. The more one masters
Chairrnan Mao's thought, the higher becomes one's
revolutionary aim and the result will be a leap forward
in production. As long as we study Chairman Mao's
writings well, act in accordance with his instructions,
guard against conceit and impetuosity and r,"rork hard,
we can overcoire every difficulty, solve all contradictions and get better results in our work.
The most unforgettable events in my life were
the occasions I met our great leader Chairman Mao.
I first saw him in 1.959, and once again in 1.964 when
I attended the National People's Congress. I was
moved to tears. It is the Party and Chairman Mao
that makes me, a poor cowherd in the old society,
stand up and become a master of the country, educates
me and brings rrle up, gives me strength and wisdom,
and points out to me the broad road along which I
must march foru,ard. Though I did iittie of what I
should have done for the Party, it has appraised my
wcrk highly. But the honou,r for all I have done belongs to the Party ancl Chairman Mao.
Now the Third Five-Year Plan (1966-70) has
started. The Party and the people put higher demands on us oil workers. We must go one step further
in givi.ng prominence to poiitics. We must study and
appiy Chairman Mao's r,vorks in a creative way and
rer.olutionize ottr ranks. Holding aloft the great red
banner of Mao Tse-tung's thought, we r,vill fully carry
out the general line for building socialism, keep on
s'orking hard and holding to the road of self-reliance,
and build our oilfield still better. We'1I produce as
much oii as the revolution needs. !Ve'11 closetry follow
the Party and Chair"rnan lWao. Follorv closely, cor-

rectly and well. We will fight to take whatever
objective the Party points out to

us.
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TI{E WEEK
8th Anniversary of Chairman Mao's
lnspection Tour Celebrated
Mao Tse-tung visited
fTHAIRMAN
\-r the Wuhan hon and Steel Company and the Wuhan Heavy Machine
Tools Plant in central China in September 1958. To cherish the great
Ieader Chairman Mao's deep soiicitude for them, the Wuhan steelr:;orks
and the Wuhan Heavy Machine Tools
Plant commemorated the occasion

separately. More than 20,000 workers of the Wuhan steelworks held a
meeting on September 13 and vovr,,ed
to raise still higher the great red
banner of Mao Tse-tung's thought,
carry the great proletarian cultural
revolution through to the end, run
their enterprise in accordance with
Mao Tse-tung's thought and turn it
into a great school of Mao Tse-tung's
thought.

Eight years ago that day was the
most mernorable day in the history
of the Wuhan Iron and Steel Com-

pany. During his visit, Chairrnan
Mao said: "Big enterprises like the
Wuhan Iron and Steel Company can

gradually be turned into integrated
complexes which, besides producing
various kinds o{ iron and steel products, should alsc ha.,'e some machinebuilding, chemical and building
departments. Besides industry,
such big enterprises should, to some
extent, also include agriculture,
trade, education and miiitary affairs."

eould only make machine parts is
today turning out complete sets of

equipment. Follorving

Chairman
the rvhole

Mao's directive to turn
nation into soldiers, the revolutionary workers and staff of the Wuhan
steelworks have organized. people's
militia contingents, with 90 per
September 23,
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16 held taiks with Comrade E. F.
HiIi, Chairman of the Australian

Communist Party (Marxist-Leninist),
in a cordial and friendly atmosphere.
cent of the workers and staff takLater. Comrades Chou En-lai and
ing part. With hammer in one hand
Kang
Sheng gave a banquet in
and rifle in the other, they hold honour of
Comrade E. F. Hill and his
themseives ready at all times to wipe
wife.
out any enemy who dares to invade
China. Spare-time education for
rvorkers and staff and a system of Premier Chou Receives
part-time work and part-time study
Members of Jopcnese
are making progress. Recentiy, the
Zenshinza Kqbuki Compony
Wuhan Iron and Stee1 Company has
Premier Chou En-Iai and Kang
also set up a special office to
Sheng,
Vice-Chairman of the Standvigorously tackle the questior-i of
of the National Peoing
Committee
production.
agricultural
ple's Ccngrcss, on September 1B
Since May this year there has been
received and had a cordial and
a new upsurge in the mass mor,ement
friendiy talk with Chojuro Kavrafor creatively studying and applying razaki, head, and Ganemon NakaChairman Mao's works at the Wuhan
mura and Shizue Kamarazaki, depsteelworks. With Mao , Tse-tung's uty heads, of the Japanese Zenshinthought as the guide f.or action in aI1 za Kabuki Compan;, and its leading
fields of work and in the great proleactors.

tarian cultural revolution, the workers have become more revolutionary,
and this has been accompanied by a
new leap in production.

On September 16. Vice-Premier
Yi and Vv'u Teh. -{ctir-rg }Iayor
of Peking. atrenCed a performance
in s hich the Japanese company
Like the Wuhan steelrrorks. the presented the modern drama Elon
Wuhan Heavl' Machine Tools Plant, lloku Tei, portraying the miserable
taking a firm hold of the revoiution life of Japanese folk artists and their

rvith one hand and spurring production on s-ith the other, is striving for
a double victory in revolution and
production. Now expanded into a
large-scale, modern enterprise with
up-to-date technology, this plant has
steadily increased the variety of its
products and raised quality as v;e11.
In the past eight 5zears the Wuhan Output has mcre than doubled.
steelworks has moved courageously
At the celebration meetings, both
forward in the direction charted by the Wuhan Iron and Steel Company

Chairman Mao and has won one success after another. In machine-building, for example, the Central Machine-building Plant',r,hich hitherto

nese Communist Parly, on September

Chen

resistance to U.S. cultural aggression,
and the one-act comedy Htge Yagura,
dep.icting the Japanese peasants' Iife
in anclent times. During the
interval, Chen Yi and Wu ?eh
received the head and deputy heads

of the company. At the end of the
performance, the audience joined
with the actors on the stage in singing the popular Chinese song ?he
Eqst Is Red..

and the Wuhan Heavy Machine Tools

Plant deeided that Chairman Mao's
memorable visits should be made
permanent commemorative occasions.
Chinese qnd Austrolisn C.F.
Leoders Hotd Tslks
Comrades Chou En-lai and Kang
Sheng, I/{embers of the Standing
Committee of the Politieal Bui"eau of
the Central Committee of the Chi-

Helping Communes With the
Autumn Horvest

It is now the busy autumn harvest
time in the countryside.
It is now certain that a rich
autumn harvest will be reaPed this
year. In its

September 19 editorial,
Renmin Riboo ealled on the cadres
at all levels in the villages, members
of people's communes, Red Guards
35

and revolutionary teachers

and

in middle

schools and universities and colleges, as well as all
departments concerned, to pool their
efforts to bring in the rich harvest.

students

is the first year of the Third
Plan. To bring in a good
harvest in agricultural production,
therefore, is not only important to
fulfilling this year's. industrial and
agricultural production plans but also
creates favourabie conditions for
realizing the Third Five-Year Plan.
1966

Five-Year

Indian army to 'oppose the Governabout their revolutionary fervour ment of India' and to 'support the
and industriousness. They eat, live, revolution and establish a true peowork and study Chairman Mao's p1e's republic,' and so on and so

peasants and lower-middle peasants

works and the 16-point decision concerning the great proletarian cultural
revolution together with the poor and

olutionary teachers and students have

soaring revolutionary enthusiasm,
gone to the countryside to help the Chinese Foreign Ministry
Refutes lndion Governcommune members study Chairman
Mao's writings and give their
ment's Slsnders
P.L.A. units under the Nanking,
Kwangehow, Foochow, Kunming,
Chengtu and Lanchow commands
bring placards lr,'ith quotations from
Chairman Mao to the fields and make

use of work breaks to study Chairman Mao's works together with the
commune members, thereby turning
the fields into a big classroom for the
creative study and application of
Chairman Mao's writings. Since their
arrival in the villages, the commanders and fighters of P.L.A. units have
taken trpon themselves the heaviest
tasks, enduring haldships and giving
full play to the spirit of wholeheartedly serving the masses.

Nearly 100,000 Red Guards and
revolutionary teachers and students
of the universities, colleges and
middle schools in the capital have
responded to the great call of Chairrnan Mao and the Party's Central
Committee and have gone to the
outskirts. to help with the autumn
harvest and trearn from the poor
36

and

fabrications."

The reply note continued: "The
in the Indian note about
revand expansionism by
subversion
Red
Guards
and
About 1,000

lower-middle peasants.

gone to the old revolutionary base
in Changping County north of
Peking. As soon as they arrived, they
told the commune members about the
This year's autumn erops are to be
moving scenes when Chairman Mao
harvested at a time when the great
received the Red Guards from
proletarian cultural revolution is at
parts of the country in Tien
a high tide. Responding to the cail various
An Men Square. They studied quotaissued by Chairman Mao and the
tions from Chairman NIao together
Party's Central Committee to take with the commune members during
firm hold of the revolution and pro- breaks and they made use of every
mote production, the people of the
opportunity to propagandize Mao
whole country are taking an active
Tse-tung's
thought. Many poor dnd
part in harvesting.
lower-middle peasants praised these
Taking with them Chairman Mao's Red Guards as worthy soldiers of
works and farming implements, com- Chairman N{ao and red successors to
manders and fighters of the Chinese the proletarian revolutionary cause.
People's Liberation Army have. rvith

rrigorous support to the autumn harvesting, sowing and ploughing.

forth. These are sheer lies
allegations

China against neighbouring countries
are rubbish picked from the antiChina rumour storage of U.S. impe-

rialism and are not worth refuting
at all."
The Chinese note pointed out that
Government, while unwanantedly lodging a so-caled protest with the Chinese Government,
had installed broadcasting equipment on Sikkim territory along the
China-Sikkim boundary to jam
China's broadcasts and hurl venomous calumnies and abuses at the
Chinese Government. The note said:
"The voice of truth, however, cannot
be blocked. Your despicable performances can only expose yourselves and se.rve to prove gnce again
that you are the disrupter of the
friendship between the Chinese and
lndian peoples and the creator of
tension on the border."

the Indian

The Chinese Foreign Ministry, in

its September 15 note to the Indian "S.S. Kusnghuo" Leoves for
Embassy in China, categorically
lndonesio to Bring Bock
rejected the unwarranted charge and
protest lodged by the Indian Government regarding broadcasts by Chi-

Persecuted Chinese
Notionols
The 10,000-ton S.S. Kuanghua lelt
nese frontier guards.
Whampoa Harbour, Krvangchow, on
The Chinese note was a refutation September 14 for Indonesia to bring
of the July 28 note of the Indian back persecuted Chinese nationals
Ministry for External Affairs. It who desire to return to their mothersaid: "It is entirely within China's land. Before the ship weighed
sovereign rights for the Chinese anchor, more than 1,000 people of all
frontier guards stationing at Natu La waiks of life in Kwangchow and
on the China-Sikkim boundary to from other parts of Kwangtung
make broadcasts on Chinese territory
Province gathered on the wharf in
advocating the friendship between the new docks to speed the ship on
the Chinese and lndian peoples and her way.
setting forth the truth about the
White and light green paint-work
Sino-Indian boundary question, and
no foreigner has any right to inter- gave the ship a new look. On her
fere in this. In its note the Indian hu1l hung two huge streamers which
Govern'ment describes the broadcasts read: "Long live the Chinese Comof the Chinese side as an 'attempt at munist Party!" and "Long live
subversion' and 'interference in the Chairman Mao!"
Vice-Governor of Kwangtung
internal affairs of India.' This is a
slander agalfrst China. The note Province Chao Cho-yun and Vicealleges that the Chinese broadcasts Minister of Communications Yu Mei
call upon the bfficers and men of the spoke at the' send-off rally. On
Peki.ng Reuiero, No.
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behalf of the Chinese Committee for
the Ileception and Resettlement of
Returned Overseas Chinese, Yu Mei
said that as early as May this year

lift a rock, meretry to crush one's two eountries,

feet' is a Chinese saying to describe
the action of fools. The reactionaries
of every country are just such fools."
anThe unreasonable action taken by
the Chinese Government had
nounced its intention oI sending the Sato government to sabotage
ships to bring home the persecuted Sino-Japanese friendship could only
Chinese who wished to return to arouse the Japanese people and
China. It was because of obstruc- youth to strong opposition and
tion by the Indonesian Government struggle on a larger scale.
The statement also said: "Preparathat the ships did not leave port.
Now, after the Chinese Government's tions for the Second China-Japan
just struggle, the Indonesian Govern- Youth Eriendship Festival have
ment had been forced to agree to already been completed in China.
China's sending ships to bring back The Chinese people and youth are
the Chinese nationals. The sending eagerly awaiting the arrival of their
of the ship by the Chinese Govern- young Japanese friends. We $,ant
ment to bring the persecutcd Chinese to tel-l our Japanese friends: the
nationals home ful1y demonstrated Chinese youth are ready to welcome
the boundless concern of Chairman you at any time. You are welcome
Mao and the Central Committee of whenever you come."
the Chinese Communist Party for
For Promoting Sino-Joponese
the overseas Chinese.
Friendship ond Trode
Soto Government's Obstruction
The China Council for the PromoOf Joponese Youth's Visii
tion of International Trade and the
To Chino Condernned
economic friendship ddegation from
Eespoffsibler ', members of the the Japanese Association for the
China-Japan Friendship Association, Promotion of International Trade on
the AII-China Youth Federation and September 18 exchanged the minutes
the All-China Students' Federation, of their taiks.
The minutes said that leading
in a statement issued on September
20, expressed deep indignation at the members of the China Council for
refusal by the Sato government of ttre Promotion of Internationai Trade
Japan to issue passports to the and other organizations concerned
Japanese youth who were scheduled recently held very friendly talks
to come to China to take part in the with the economic friendship delegaSecond China-Japan Youth Friend- tion from the Japanese Assoeiation
for the Promotion of International
ship Festival.
The statement pointed out that the Tra-de on the present international
strengthening of friendship bet'"veen situation, on Sino-Japanese friendthe Chinese and Japanese peoples ship and trade and other questions
conformed to their vital interests. of mutual concern.
The Japanese delegation stressed
The holding of the festival was
aimed at promoting the militant that, for the development of Japanfriendship formed between the China f riendship and trade, . it was
Chinese and Japaneie peoples and necess,ary to remove the obstacles.
youth in their struggle against the As the leader of the deiegation
common enemy, U.S. imperialism. pointed out, the greatest obstacle to
By its unjustified obstruction and the defence of peace and the developsabotage directed at preventing the ment o{ Japan-China frieirdship and
Japanese youth from attending the trade today lay in U.S. imperialism's
festival in China, the Sato govern- policies of aggression and war, parrnent had once again unmasked its ticularly in its policies of expanding
ugly features of tailing after U.S. its aggression in Vietnam and conimperialism and being hostile to the taining China, and in the poiicy of
Ctr,inese. people.
hostility to China pursued by its
The statement quoted the words accomplice, the Sato ggy.elnmgrlt.
of Chairman Mao, the great leader
In order to defend and develop
of the Chinese people, saying: "'To friendship and trade between the
September 23,
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the delegation pointed
out, the Japanese Association for the
Promotion of International Trade
and its delegation were determined,
together r,r,'ith the broad masses of
people in Japan, to hold still higher
the banner of Japan-China friendship and, in defiance of ali difficulties, to struggle resolutely against a1l
obstacles and disruptive forces of
every description.

The Chinese side held that, in
order to develop friendship and
normal trade relations between the
Chinese and Japanese peoples and to

defend peace

it

in Asia and the

wor1d,

to face squarely and
overcome the various kinds oI altificial obstacles that lay in the path of
friendship bets'een the trvo peoples.
u-as necessary

Ttre Chinese side

emphatically

pointed out that. since it came into
office. the Sato government had
become increasinglS- reactionary. lt
was willing to serve as a member of
the new anti-China "Holy Alliance"
in Asi,a plotled by U.S. imperialism
and modern revisionism. It was
intensifying its efforts to revive
militarism and had adopted a policy
of hostility to China. These had not
only obstructed and undermined the

development of
Sino-Japanese
friendship and trade relations. but
also constituted a serious menace to
peace in Asia and the world. In
view of this, the Chinese and
Japanese peoples, and the organizations and persons in economic and
trade circles of the two countries,
must strengthen their friendship, and
unity and wage a common struggle
against U.S. imperialism, the Japanese reactionaries, the Soviet modern
revisionist ieading cliqure and its new
and old followers of all descriptions.
Both sid-es agreed that some of the
Ieading figures in the Japan-China
Trade Promotion Assoclation had

shown more and more clearly a
tendency to sabotage friendship and
to be against China. They could no
longer be expected to play any active
role in Sino-Japanese economic ex-

changes. Both sides considered that
from now on the Japanese Association for the Promotion of L-rter-

national frade. would have to
shoulder a bigger share oI responsibility.
JI

ROUND THE \MORLD
VlETNAltl

The Greot Power of
People's Wor

In the north: More than 1,400 U.S.
pirate planes downed. Answering
President Ho Chi Minh's great and
militant call, the army and people in

north Vietnam have scored still
more builliant victories to smash
altogether the rnyth of U.S. "air
superiority." Up to September 9,
they had shob do'uvn 1,404 U.S. pirate
planes.

The north Vietnam armed forces
and peopie displayed a dauntless
spirit in face of the wanton bombings by the U.S. aggressors. Fighting
in close co-ordination. the air defence units, militia self-defence forces,

the people's air foree and the navy
bianketed the sky rvith intense fire
and defeated the savage U-S. air
raids made almost daily in hundreds
of sorties. In August, they brought
dorvn 105 U.S. planes, damaged many
o'rhers and captured a large number

of U.S. air pirates. In the first week
of August alone, they shot dor,r'n 41
planes, setting new weekly records of
U.S. aircraft downed and air pirates
captured.

Giving

full play to the role

of

man, the militia which has much experience in lighting the air intruders

has shot down many U.S. jets with
rifles and machine-guns.
'The American air force has
been
pro'u,ed to be a paper tiger. Many
LI.S. "ace" pilots have been kill.ed or
captured. Of the four "Thunderchief,,

jet fighters that intruded into
air

the

space over

the northeastern part
of Yen Bai Province on August g
under the command of James H.
Kasler, boasted of as one of the best
pilots of the United States, two were
brought down, Kasler's plane was
.one of them and ihis U.S. ,,air hero,,
was captured.

Chairman Mao says: ..What is a
true bastion of iron? It is the rnasses,
the millions upou millions of people
ia

who genuinely and sincerely support
the revolution. That is the real iron
bastion which no force ean smash,
no foree whatsoever." Obviously,
the U.S. imperialist scheme to force
the people of north Vietnam by
means of intensified bombing to give
up their just support for their brothers in the south will never work.
The U.S. air pirates are bloodying
their heads against the bastion of
iron of the army and people of north
Vietnam.

Iu the south: More U.S.

troops,

bigger U.S. defeats. U.S imperialism
is sending batch after batch of cannon-fodder to south Vietnam. At the
end of January the U.S. aggressor
troops totalled nearly 200,000; norv
there are mo-re than 300.000. The
U.S. press say-s that by the end of
this year the number rvill be increased to 450,000. Some papers even
say that.there will be 750,000.
From Novernber last to l\ilarch this
year, the U.S. aggressors iaunched a
"dry season offensive." They organized dozens of big "mop-ups,'
vrhich involved more than 100 battalions of U.S. and puppet troops.
Barging into the tiberated areas,
these worthless braggarts were offering themselves on a platter for
the south Vietnamese people's forces
to hit them really hard. In the five
months, the south Vietnamese people's forces put out of action over
43,000 U.S. and accomplice troops
and blew more than 1,400 planes and
over 1,300 military vehicles into
scrap metal. After Nlarch, in the
monsoon season, though the U.S. aggressors dared not come out in a big
way, they were still getting beatings.
Whether it rvas planes squatting on
the ground or 10,000-ton freighters
anchored in the rivers, they were all
being hit. In one action the South
Vietnam Liberation Army wiped out
a complete U.S. tank and armoured
car cgmbat regiment.
Chairman Mao has said: "Make
trouble, fail, make- trouble again, fail

agrln . . . dll their doom; that is the
Iogic of the imperialists and all reactionaries the world over in dealing
with the people's tausie, and they
will never go against this logic."
This is the reason why U.S. imperialism, suffering defeat after defeat in
south Vietnam, is sending in more
reinforcements.
The south Vietnamese people's war
resistance against U.S. aggressinn
is a people's war. AiI the people of
south Vietnam have been mobilized.
Men and women, old and young,
everyone is fighting the U.S. gang-

of

sters. When the pampered U.S.
troops enter the hills and vaileys or
the dense forests of south Vietnam,
not only are their forces widely scattered but they can neither see nor
hear, and their lot is oniy to receive
blorvs.

The more U-S troops r,r,ho
the more places

come,

the.r* occupy, and. the

more "mop-ups" they conduct. the
more opportunities there are for the
South Vietnam Liberation,Army..to
strike at the U.S. gangsters. From
1961 to June 1965, the U.S. aggressors in south Vietnam increased from
several thousand to 60,000. In this
period, over 6,000 of them were put
out of action. From July 1965 to
June 1966, the number of U.S. aggressors increased to well over
200,000, and in this period more
than 63,000 of them were put out of
action.

During China's war of liberation,
Chairman Mao said of the Kuomintang reactionaries: .,This is the way

things are: if they attack and [ve
wipe them out, they will have that
satisfaction; w.ipe out some, some
satistaction; wipe out more, lnore
satisfaction; wipe out the rvhole lot,
complete satisfaction." In the battlefieids of south Vietnam, ihe more
U.S. aggressor troops who come, the
more of them will be rviped out. If
some of them are wiped out, U"S.
imperialism has some satisfaction.
However, it has not had complete
sati.sfaction. It is stlll sending in
reinforcements and w-ill .fnaket a
death-bed struggle until they ai'e
completely wiped out and it has complete satisfaction.
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U.S. PAWN AGAINST CHINA

hunath Singh, secretary of the Congress Party parliamentttry group, and

lndion Government Colludes
With the Chiong Gong
Kowtowing to U.S. imperialism,
the Indian reactionaries have gone
stiil further down the road in their
anti-China activities. The latest example of this is that the Indian Government,

in

open collusion

with the

Chiang Kai-shek bandit gang, has
sent a so-called parliamentary delegation

to Taiwan.

What reason can the Liberal Democratic government give for refusing

L. Singh, a Congress Party M.P., to
Taiwan to work hand in glove with
the Chiang gang in order to develop
trade and cultural ties.
The fact that the Indian Government, while still maintaining diplomatie reiations with China. has
gone to the lengths of disregarding
China's sovereignty over Taiwan and
trying by hook or by crook to create
"two Chinas" can only serve to expose its ugly features as a willing

Japan are already actively preparing

YOUTH OF JAPAN

moting the festival has been carrying

Congress, the Japanese Youth League

there that the youth

us our right to attend the

Second

China-Japan Youth Friendship Fes-

tival?"

Syunji Kajihara, another member

of the delegation from

North
Kyushu, said: "We wili be representing the broad masses of Japanese

youth in our visit to China. The

no right
to stall or refuse us our passports."
Democratic organizations all over
Japanese Government has

pawn of U.S. imperialism and to send local delegates off to Peking
modern revisionism in their anti- to take part in the friendship festivai.
arrived in
In Shimonoseki City, Yamaguchi
the invitation of the "foreign minis- China intrigues.
Prefecture, the cornmittee for proter" of the Chiang gang. During its

This "parliamentary

.delegation"
Taiwan on September g at

five-day stay, the mission held talks
with that sworn enemy of the Chinese people, Chiang Kai-shek, with
the Chiang gang's "vice-president"
Yen Chia-kan, the "president of the

control yuan," the "secretary-general" of Chiang's party, and others.
Trivedi, the mission's chief, and
others issued frantic anti-China
statements. They clamoured for the
Indian Governnrent to "restore
friendly relations" and renew "diplomatic relations" with the Chiang
gang, to "fight shoulder to shoulder"
with it "to preserve peace and freedom in Asia" and to "undertake to
set up in India a Sino [Chiang] -Indian economic and cultural association." They also chorused for the Indian Government to assist the traitor
Dalai to "recover" Tibet. Trivedi
shamelessly declared that he would
advise his government to reverse its
stand in the U.N. General Assembly,
so as to support the Chiang gang in
continuing its illegal occupation of
China's seat in the U.N.
The Indian Government has long
been making open and secret contacts

w,ith the Chiang gang. In March this

year, when Indian Prime Minister
Indira Gandhi was shuttling back
and forth between Europe and the

t

out street propaganda since September 10. The citizens are expressing
t"---*" Yisit Chino
their hope that the festival will be a
Japanese youth are fighting hard success. They are encouraging the
to break through the roadblocks set young people in their city to work
up by the Sato government so that still harder for friendship between
they can come to China and attend the Chinese and Japanese peoples.
the Second China-Japan Youth . The , Yamaguctri branch of the
Japanese Socialist Youth League,
Friendship Festival.
Since September 13, Japanese the youth departments of the Japanyoung people
among them dele- China Friendship Association and
- Japanese Sociaiist other organizations in Shimonoseki
gates from the
Youth League, the General Council have held a send-off party. Yosaku
of Trade Unions of Japan, the Japan- Edamura, Vice-Chairman of the
China Eriendship Association, the Yamaguchi Committee of the
Japanese Modern Drama Artists' Japanese Socialist Party, said
Council, the All-Japan Federation of
Farmers' Unions, the Japan Congress
have gone repeatedof Journalists
ly to the Japanese
Foreign and

great cultural ievolution and the
militant spirit of the Red Guards,
and apply what they learn creatively

Justice Ministries to demand that in the struggle for the liberation of
their passport$ be issued speediiy. the Japanese people." In order to
They have voiced great indignation cement the international united
against the Sato government for front against U.S. imperialism, he
youth must
holding back their passports and in- added, the Japanese
friendship
with the
their
strengthen
dicated they will fight on until they
million Chinese people.
can visit China.
Yamamoto, head

of the AII-Japan
Dock Workers' Union delegation,

said: "OLrr delegation Lo the festival
handed in their official applications
United States, she energetically prop- for passports as early as August 19.
agated the "one China, one Taiwan" It is most unreasonable for the govfallacy and the falsehood that Tai- ernment not to have given us a
wan's position "will have to be clear-cut reply by now."
worked out." Since then, this collabA member of the delegation who
oraiion betr'veerr the two has been eame to Tokyo from Hokkaido on
more frequent and still more undis- September 6 said: "C cielegation of
,ijguised. The Indian Government on Diet members of thej Liberal Dem"
-separate occasions in June sent Rag- ocratic Party is now visiting China.
September 23, 1966

delegates

"should learn seriously from China's

700

On September 20, the Sato government r.vent to the extreme of refus-

ing

passports

to all the more

than

600 youths who have applied to come
to China for the festival. This brazen

action shows how terribly afraid it
is of the friendship betr.veen the
Chinese and Japanese peoples. With
the warm support of their countrYmen in all walks of Life who cherish
this friendship, the Japanese youth
v,'ill certainly step up their struggle
for the right to visit China and a':e
sure to win final victorY.
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